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Abstract 

Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) represents a groundbreaking application 

of quantum physics for secure symmetric encryption key distribution. This method 

exploits quantum mechanics unique attributes, such as the no-cloning theorem and 

Heisenberg uncertainty principle, to create inherently secure keys resistant to 

eavesdropping. However, the primary challenge is the exponential reduction in 

key distribution rates as distances increase. To extend the secure communication 

range of QKD networks, a Classic Trusted Relay (CTR) scheme has been 

proposed, introducing trusted intermediate nodes for enhanced security over 

distance. Nevertheless, concerns regarding trust requirements in relay nodes and 

communication channel reliability pose significant risks, potentially leading to 

CTR failures and overall system security compromise. 

This dissertation presents a novel approach addressing CTR failure 

challenges and optimizing generated key utilization. The solution integrates 

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) with QKD, capitalizing on SDN's flexibility 

and control for improved network management. SDN, dividing the network into 

control and data planes, offers unified management and programmability. To 

enhance QKD network resilience and reliability, the Software-Defined Quantum 

Trusted Relay Failure (SDQTRF) model is proposed. This model employs a new 

SDN controller function to effectively orchestrate QKD network operations. By 

incorporating SDN capabilities, the SDQTRF model enhances fault tolerance and 

the system's ability to recover from relay failures. The SDN controller actively 

monitors the QKD network, including relay node status and key distribution 

processes. Upon detecting a relay failure, the SDN controller responds proactively 

by reconfiguring the network through key recycling using Q-learning. If recycling 

fails, the controller reroutes the key distribution process through alternative paths 
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determined by the Q-learning method. This proactive approach minimizes relay 

failure impact, ensures continuous key distribution, and preserves system security. 

To assess the SDQTRF model's effectiveness, extensive simulations were 

conducted on two distinct network topologies: the National Science Foundation 

Network (NSFNET) and the United States network (USNET). Simulations 

utilized a high-performance NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060Ti GPU and ran on the 

Windows 11 operating system, which provided stability. To simulate the proposed 

SDQTRF model, JavaScript, PhP, and Python programming languages using 

NetworkX library were employed due to their flexibility and extensive libraries 

for scientific computing and network simulations. Simulation results indicate 

significant improvements, including a substantial increase in the key generation 

ratio, remarkable key utilization rate enhancement, impressive recovery after 

failure rates, considerable reduction in the avalanche effect, and a lower service-

blocking rate due to SDQTRF model implementation. 
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION 

1.1 Overview  

The global Internet user population is projected to reach approximately 66% 

by 2023, indicating a significant increase from 51% (equivalent to 3.9 billion 

individuals) in 2018 to 66% (equivalent to 5.3 billion individuals) in 2023 (CISCO, 

U. 2020). This surge in internet accessibility is expected to lead to an escalation in 

security breaches, including eavesdropping and data interception. Consequently, this 

could result in the compromise of personal information, financial losses, and 

substantial service disruptions (Skorin-Kapov et al., 2016; Furdek et al. 2014). As 

reliance on internet-based communication grows, the adoption of cryptographic 

techniques becomes increasingly vital to ensure the safety and security of digital 

interactions (Dong et al., 2019). These techniques offer a crucial layer of protection 

against unauthorized access, data breaches, and potential threats that could 

jeopardize the confidentiality and integrity of sensitive information exchanged 

online (Dong et al., 2019). By employing cryptographic techniques, individuals and 

organizations can have greater confidence in the privacy and reliability of their 

online communications, safeguarding their data from potential risks and ensuring a 

safer digital environment (Dong et al., 2019). 

However, a critical aspect of cryptography involves establishing secure 

cryptographic keys over untrusted networks (Mehic et al., 2020). Historically, 

encryption methods based on public-key cryptography have been used to distribute 

cryptographic keys across unreliable networks. However, the security provided by 

traditional public-key cryptography, based on computational complexity, has been 

compromised by rapid advancements in processor chips and the emergence of 

quantum computers (Zapatero et al., 2023; Campagna et al., 2015; Sharma, 2021). 

This renders existing encryption techniques inadequate to ensure security in the era 
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of quantum computing. Consequently, a different approach is necessary to protect 

data transmitted across communication networks from these vulnerabilities (Aguado 

et al., 2017). Quantum Key Distribution (QKD) emerges as a highly promising 

substitute for conventional data encryption approaches (Hugues-Salas et al., 2019). 

Grounded in the fundamental principles of quantum mechanics, including the 

Heisenberg uncertainty principle (Heisenberg, 1985) and the quantum no-cloning 

theorem (Scarani et al., 2009), QKD utilizes quantum secret keys to establish a 

secure connection between remote entities (Lo et al., 2014; Zhao et al., 2018; Langer, 

2013). 

However, QKD has predominantly been applied to point-to-point 

communications, limiting its scalability and practicality for large-scale networks 

(Diamanti et al., 2016; Scarani et al., 2009; Broadbent & Schaffner, 2016). The rate 

of key distribution in point-to-point of QKD networks decreases exponentially with 

distance, making it challenging to implement them in large-scale communication 

networks like the internet (Diamanti et al., 2016; Pirandola et al., 2020). 

Additionally, direct quantum links between every pair of communicating parties are 

impractical, and a dedicated quantum channel is required for each communication 

link, making the network complex and costly to implement (Diamanti et al., 2016; 

Broadbent & Schaffner, 2016). Point-to-point based QKD networks are also 

vulnerable to attacks on communication channels, compromising the security of 

generated keys (Scarani et al., 2009). 

To address these challenges, Classic Trusted Relay (CTR) techniques, which 

rely on trusted intermediate relay nodes, have been introduced in QKD networks to 

extend communication range and improve key distribution efficiency over classical 

channels (Peev et al., 2009). However, the reliance on trusted relay nodes introduces 
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security risks, as any compromise or failure of a relay node can lead to the loss or 

compromise of keys (Dong et al., 2019).  

Software-Defined Networking (SDN) presents a promising approach to 

achieve a flexible and efficient QKD network, despite potential complexities and 

resource wastage associated with CTR (Mehic et al., 2020). SDN enables dynamic 

network management through programmable control of devices and traffic flows, 

offering benefits like improved reliability, enhanced security features, increased 

scalability, and better adaptability to changing conditions (Sharma et al., 2021; 

McKeown et al., 2008; Karinou et al., 2018; Wang et al., 2019; Cao et al., 2020). 

Additionally, techniques such as Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning 

(ML), Deep Learning (DL), and optimization can further enhance the effectiveness 

of QKD networking (Sharma et al., 2021). Specifically, Reinforcement Learning 

(RL) algorithms, a subset of ML techniques, offer a powerful tool to train QKD 

networks to adapt to changing conditions, ultimately leading to improved 

performance and efficiency (McPartland & Gallagher, 2008; Zeng et al., 2020; 

Zhang et al., 2021; Yu et al., 2018; Cao et al., 2019). However, practical 

implementation of RL in QKD networks requires careful consideration of 

computational resources and training time (Cao et al., 2020). 

1.2 Problem Statement 

 Transmission of weak quantum signals in quantum channels results in a 

limitation on the secret key rate and distance of QKD due to signal attenuation. 

Quantum repeaters offer a potential solution to overcome this limitation, but 

currently, practical technologies are unable to implement them. To address this 

challenge in a practical manner, a compromise solution is to employ CTR 

technology, which has been widely adopted in the deployment of most QKD 

networks to date. Nevertheless, the secret keys utilized in QKD networks hold 
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significant value, and one of the primary objectives of CTR technology is to securely 

transmit quantum keys to remote QKD nodes over the public channel through highly 

secure encryption methods. 

 In a QKD network utilizing CTR technology, the secret keys produced in the 

initial QKD link can be transmitted to the destination node by encrypting them using 

the secret keys generated in the intermediate nodes. Furthermore, it is essential for 

the CTR nodes to be protected against unauthorized access and potential attacks, 

ensuring their security from any unauthorized parties. In general, the quantum 

channels of QKD networks can theoretically detect all eavesdropping behaviors, 

while the signals in public channels cannot guarantee be immune to eavesdropping. 

Furthermore, the functioning of key distribution in CTR-based systems takes place 

over the public channel of the QKD system, making it impossible to achieve 

immunity against eavesdropping. Consequently, if any of the CTR nodes are 

compromised, the entire network is considered vulnerable. In such scenarios, a 

compromised CTR node signifies the failure of the CTR technique to distribute 

quantum secret keys across QKD systems. To address this issue, a key redistribution 

process is implemented. This step becomes necessary due to potential eavesdropping 

activities or malicious attacks that may cause the failure of the key-relay process. To 

ensure the absolute security of the redistributed keys at each stage of the procedure, 

meeting the requirement of one-time key use, all quantum keys used in the relay 

process to establish secure long-distance communication between end-users must be 

eradicated. Consequently, this presents a greater demand for QKD network secret 

keys, making it challenging to meet the security requirements of the service. This 

represents one of the major hurdles in CTR-based QKD networks. 
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1.3 The Aim of Research 

This dissertation addresses QKD network challenges by proposing a novel security 

model, enhancing integrity and confidentiality. It emphasizes integrating SDN 

techniques for efficient management, control, and proactive security responses. 

1.4 Research Objectives 

The objective of this research  is to overcome the limitations of the current 

technique used to increase the coverage range of QKD systems, i.e. the CTR 

technology, and to introduce a new survivability model called Software-Defined 

Quantum Trusted Relay Failure (SDQTRF) that proposes the use of SDN over QKD 

networks to manage the secret key in case of CTR failure. This research also 

emphasizes the lack of existing work on this topic and utilize the benefits of using 

SDN to minimize the effects of CTR failure on the performance of QKD networks. 

The objectives of this research can be dropdown as follows: 

1- To develop a novel survival model to overcome the challenges of the CTR 

technique failure based on the QKD network. 

2- To enhance the management of unsuccessful relayed keys based on CTR 

technology. 

3- To improve the security of the recycling process in order to increase the 

survivability of quantum secret keys that were not successfully relayed. 

4- To provide a novel routing approach for discovering a different, secure route. 

 

1.5 Contributions Statement  

This research proposes a novel survivability model called SDQTRF to address 

the challenges of the CTR failure in a QKD networks. The SDN controller in this 

model takes on the responsibility of mitigating the impact of CTR failure, using a 
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dynamic, real-time security monitoring and recovery mechanism. The research 

presents three primary contributions: 

1. Introduction of a novel SDN controller with an added function and a new relay 

protocol: The proposed SDN controller has a new function to improve the 

management of unsuccessful relayed keys. Additionally, a new relay protocol 

has been introduced to enhance the management of the keys that are not 

successfully relayed. 

2. Novel concept to improve the security of secret key recycling: This research 

presents a new model to improve the security of secret key recycling. This is 

achieved by adding RL algorithm (Q-learning) to increase the survivability of 

quantum secret keys that were not successfully relayed. 

3. New scenario for finding an alternative secure path: This research presents a 

novel scenario that plays an effective role in finding an alternative secure path 

in case of failing to relay the recycled secret keys. This scenario is critical for 

ensuring the continued operation of the QKD network in the event of a failure 

or attack. 

1.6 The Scope of the Dissertation 

   The scope of this dissertation is to propose a new scheme to overcome the 

issues associated with the CTR technology in QKD networks. The study aims to 

introduce a novel survivability model, called SDQTRF, which utilizes SDN 

techniques to enhance the resilience of QKD networks against failures and improve 

their management. 

To achieve these objectives, the study will first review the existing literature 

on QKD and SDN to identify the challenges associated with the CTR and the 

potential benefits of using SDN in QKD networks. The study will then propose the 
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SDQTRF model, which uses a new function added to the SDN controller in order to 

enhance the dependability and efficiency of QKD networks. 

The study will evaluate the proposed SDQTRF model performance by 

conducting simulations utilizing JavaScript, PhP and Python. The evaluation will 

focus on various performance metrics, such as key generation ratio, key utilization 

rate, recovery after failure, avalanche effect, and service blocking rate. 

Finally, the study will discuss the practical implications and limitations of the 

proposed SDQKRF model, as well as the future research directions in this field. The 

scope of this study is limited to the proposed SDQKRF model and its evaluation 

using simulations, and does not cover other aspects of QKD or SDN. 

1.7 Outline of Dissertation 

The outline of the remaining chapters of the dissertation is as follows: 

Chapter 2: Presents a comprehensive background of unconditional security, 

provably secure cryptography, QKD with the BB84 and SARG04 protocols, 

Quantum Repeaters, long-distance transmission in QKD networks, security 

protocols, CTR technology and its protocols for secure data transmission among 

multiple parties, QKD-enabled secure communication networks, and the integration 

of QKD with SDN. 

Chapter 3: Provides an overview of previous research on QKD networks, 

including discussions on enhancing the safety of CTR technology, utilizing SDN 

over QKD for managing secret keys, and thorough exploration of ML techniques 

integration in QKD networks 

Chapter 4: Demonstrates the various contributions of the proposed model 

methodology in solving the challenge of distributing quantum secret keys using CTR 
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technology, including implementing QKD over SDN, selecting the SARAG04 

protocol, proposing a new relay protocol, improving the recycling process with Q-

learning, and introducing a routing method for alternative secure paths. 

Chapter 5: Provides detailed outcomes and findings of simulations and 

evaluations on the SDQTRF model, showcasing its effectiveness in mitigating CTR 

failures, enhancing key distribution security, and adapting to network dynamics, 

while also evaluating its resilience against attacks and node compromises, and 

highlighting the performance of the incorporated relay protocol. 

Chapter 6: Presents the conclusions and future work about this dissertation. 
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CHAPTER TWO: THEORETICAL BACKGROUND 

2.1 Introduction  

This chapter provides an overview of unconditional security, and QKD, 

including the fundamental principles of QKD and the mechanisms used in point-to-

point QKD based on the BB84 protocol and SARG04 protocol. The security of these 

protocols is also discussed, as well as the challenges associated with long-distance 

transmission in QKD networks and the use of Quantum Repeaters. The chapter also 

discusses CTR technology, which enables the secure transmission of information 

between multiple parties using trusted intermediaries, and various CTR technology 

protocols. Additionally, the potential of SDN for QKD-enabled secure 

communication networks is explored, as well as the integration of QKD and SDN.  

2.2 Unconditional Security in Cryptography 

Cryptography is the science of secure communication, aiming to ensure that 

information exchanged between parties remains confidential and unaltered by any 

malicious third party. Unconditional security, also known as information-theoretic 

security, stands as a concept that provides an unparalleled level of security, distinct 

from computational security, which hinges on the difficulty of solving specific 

mathematical problems (Shannon, 1949; Goldreich, 2001). At the core lies the 

notion of perfect secrecy, where even with unlimited computational power, an 

adversary intercepting the encrypted message gains no additional information about 

the original message (Shannon, 1949; Goldreich, 2001). The one-time pad 

exemplifies an unconditionally secure encryption scheme, employing a key as long 

as the message, generated randomly and never reused (Shannon, 1949; Goldreich, 

2001). In an information-theoretically secure system, an adversary's ability to glean 

information about the original message through intercepting the ciphertext is 

precisely zero (Maurer, 1993; Renner and Konig, 2005). Unconditional security 
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ensures an absolute guarantee of secrecy, devoid of reliance on assumptions 

regarding computational capabilities or mathematical problem hardness (Maurer, 

1993; Renner and Konig, 2005). Although perfect secrecy is rare in practical 

cryptography, the one-time pad is a notable example, necessitating a key as long as 

the message itself, rendering it impractical for most real-world applications (Scarani 

et al., 2009; Nielsen and Chuang, 2002). This pinnacle of information security finds 

applications in various critical scenarios, from diplomatic and military 

communications to the transmission of sensitive infrastructure information 

(Shannon, 1949; Renner and Konig, 2005). 

2.3 Quantum Key Distribution  

Quantum cryptography, specifically QKD, has emerged as one of the most 

advanced sectors within the field of quantum information technologies, providing an 

unparalleled level of unconditional security (Carrasco-Casado et al., 2016). QKD is 

a method of secure communication that uses the principles of quantum mechanics to 

generate and distribute secret cryptographic keys between two parties  (Van Assche, 

2006; Rieffel & Polak, 2011). The basic idea behind QKD is to use quantum 

phenomena to create a shared secret key between two parties that can be used for 

secure communication  (Dianati & Alleaume, 2007; Scarani & Kurtisefer, 2014). 

 In traditional cryptography, the same key is used for both encryption and 

decryption, and the key must be securely distributed to all parties involved in the 

communication (Pucella, 2005; Giron et al., 2023). However, this distribution 

process is vulnerable to interception and hacking, which can compromise the 

security of the entire communication (Katz & Lindell, 2014; Bruce, 1996; Wolf, 

2021). QKD provides a solution to this problem by allowing two parties to generate 

a shared secret key that is secure against eavesdropping (Bennett & Brassard, 1984). 
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QKD works by using single photons (particles of light) to encode 

information(Nielsen & Chuang, 2002). The polarization of the photon is used to 

represent a bit of information, either 0 or 1(Bennett & Brassard, 1984). The sender, 

known as Alice, sends a stream of photons to the receiver, known as Bob. Alice 

randomly selects a polarization for each photon and sends it to Bob. Bob randomly 

chooses a polarization to measure the photon with, and records the result. The two 

parties compare their polarization choices, and if they chose the same polarization, 

this bit is used as a part of the secret key. If they chose different polarizations, this 

photon is discarded (Bennett & Brassard, 1984). 

The QKD security is based on the fundamental quantum mechanics. Any 

attempt to intercept or measure a photon in transit will disturb its state, and any 

measurement of the photon's polarization will result in the photon changing its state 

(Maurer, 2001; Bennett & Brassard, 1984). This means that any eavesdropping on 

the communication will be detected by the communicating parties, and the shared 

key will not be compromised (Bennett & Brassard, 1984; Wolf, 2021). 

QKD has been shown to be secure against all known types of attacks, 

including attacks using advanced technologies such as quantum computers (Mehic 

et al., 2020). This makes QKD a promising technology for secure communication in 

fields such as finance, government, and military communications (Scarani et al., 

2009). However, QKD is still an emerging technology, and there are challenges to 

its practical implementation, including issues with distance and the stability of 

quantum communication channels (Scarani et al., 2009; Langer, 2013). Nonetheless, 

research into QKD and its applications continues, and it is likely to play an 

increasingly important role in the future of secure communication (Pirandola et al., 

2020; Mehic et al., 2020; Scarani et al., 2009). 
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Thus, the primary objective of QKD is to construct a device that ensures the 

security of generated keys, adhering to the previously outlined (weakened) 

requirements, thereby preventing Alice and Bob from employing compromised keys 

(Gisin et al., 2002). Quantum mechanics plays a crucial role in achieving this goal. 

In quantum theory, various phenomena exist that can be leveraged to address these 

challenges. Firstly, quantum states and measurements inherently possess 

randomness that can be exploited (Scarani & Kurtisefer, 2014; Wolf, 2021). 

Additionally, quantum theory presents a highly practical concept for cryptography 

known as the no-cloning theorem (Bennett & Brassard, 1984). Unlike classical 

physics, where states can be perfectly replicated an unlimited number of times (at 

least in principle), quantum states are forbidden from being cloned due to the 

linearity of quantum theory (Wolf, 2021). Understanding how well the principles of 

quantum mechanics align with requirements is essential in creating a key suitable 

for applications like one-time pad encryption (Wolf, 2021). 

2.3.1 Fundamental Principles of QKD 

The fundamental principles of QKD are crucial to understand how this 

technology works and why it is secure. The main principles of QKD include: 

1) Uncertainty principle: The uncertainty principle is a fundamental principle of 

quantum mechanics, which states that certain pairs of physical properties, 

such as the position and momentum of a particle, cannot both be precisely 

determined at the same time(Heisenberg, 1985). This principle is important in 

QKD because any attempt to measure the quantum state of a photon in transit 

will disturb it, altering its state and alerting the communicating parties to the 

presence of an eavesdropper (Rieffel & Polak, 2011). Therefore, the 

uncertainty principle provides a fundamental mechanism for ensuring the 

security of QKD. 
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2) Quantum superposition: Quantum superposition is a principle of quantum 

mechanics that allows a quantum particle to exist in multiple states at the same 

time (Dirac, 1926). In the context of QKD, this means that a photon can exist 

in multiple polarization states at the same time. The sender and receiver can 

measure the polarization of the photon in one of two possible bases, such as 

the horizontal-vertical basis or the diagonal basis, to generate a shared secret 

key. The choice of basis is kept secret between the parties until after the 

transmission is complete, which ensures that an eavesdropper cannot 

determine the correct basis and intercept the key. 

3) Quantum entanglement: Quantum entanglement is a phenomenon in which 

two particles become correlated in such a way that the state of one particle is 

dependent on the state of the other particle, regardless of the distance between 

them (Einstein et al., 1935). In the context of QKD, two entangled photons 

can be used to generate a shared secret key that is secure against 

eavesdropping. The sender and receiver each measure the polarization of one 

photon from the entangled pair, which allows them to generate a shared key 

that is secure because any attempt by an eavesdropper to intercept the key will 

change the state of the entangled photons, which will be detected by the 

communicating parties. 

4) No-cloning theorem: The no-cloning theorem of quantum mechanics states 

that it is impossible to create an exact copy of an unknown quantum state 

(Wooters & Zurek, 1982). This principle is important in QKD because it 

means that an eavesdropper cannot intercept and copy the quantum state of a 

photon without disturbing it, which would alert the communicating parties to 

the presence of an eavesdropper. Therefore, the no-cloning theorem provides 

a fundamental mechanism for ensuring the security of QKD. 
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5) Quantum measurement: The act of measuring a quantum state changes its 

state. In the context of QKD, this means that any attempt to measure the 

quantum state of a photon in transit will disturb it, altering its state and alerting 

the communicating parties to the presence of an eavesdropper (Bennett & 

Brassard, 1984). Therefore, the quantum measurement principle provides a 

fundamental mechanism for ensuring the security of QKD. 

2.3.2 Mechanism of Point-To-Point QKD  

The fundamental principle of point-to-point of QKD network was introduced 

in the initial QKD protocol known as the BB84 protocol, proposed by Bennett and 

Brassard in 1984 (Bennett & Brassard, 1984) which is illustrates in Fig. 2-1. This 

protocol enables Alice and Bob to generate, transmit, and synchronize keys (Zhao et 

al., 2018). In this context, a "QKD link" refers to the logical connection between two 

remote QKD nodes, where a quantum channel is utilized for transmitting photons 

and a public channel is employed for post-processing the transferred information 

(Mehic et al., 2020). The following provides a description of the secret key 

generation process when utilizing the BB84 protocol (Sharma et al., 2021). 

Phase 1: Quantum State 

In this phase, Alice generates a series of qubits and independently selects, at random, 

either a rectilinear basis (+) with two polarization options (90°, 0°) or a diagonal 

basis (×) with two polarization options (135°, 45°) for each qubit (Sharma et al., 

2021). The resulting string of qubits is then transmitted to Bob through a quantum 

channel. Conversely, Bob randomly chooses a measurement basis for each received 

qubit. When the measurement bases chosen by Alice and Bob align, a perfectly 

correlated outcome is obtained, allowing Bob to record a string of all received qubits 
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known as the raw key. On the other hand, if the measurement bases differ, an 

uncorrelated result is observed. 

Phase 2: Post-processing and Key Derivation 

During this phase, Alice and Bob engage in communication through a public channel 

to derive secret keys from the measurement outcomes. The post-processing 

technique involves the following steps: 

1) Sifting: Alice and Bob utilize a classical channel to exchange information 

regarding the transmitted and received photons. Qubits that correspond to the 

same measurement bases chosen by both Alice and Bob are retained, while 

those associated with different measurement bases are discarded. As a 

consequence, the length of the key after sifting is reduced in half compared to 

the length of the raw key. The sifted key is generated by decoding the 

remaining qubits into a string of classical bits (Zhao et al., 2018). 

2) Error Estimation and Correction: This step aims to mitigate any potential 

errors that may have occurred during the sifting process. Alice and Bob 

employ a public channel to communicate and compare the results of 

exchanging a random subset of classical bits from their sifted keys (Zhao et 

al., 2018). 

3) Privacy Amplification and Authentication: In this step, the information 

content of the secret key is minimized against a minimal number of 

unauthenticated users. This is achieved by generating a new shorter key using 

universal hash functions. Furthermore, the implementation of an 

authentication procedure serves to protect the secret key from potential 

eavesdropping endeavors. (Sharma et al., 2021). 
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Fig. 2-1 Point-to-point QKD mechanism based on BB84 protocol 

 On other hand, the SARG04 protocol, which was first introduced by Scarani 

in 2004 (Scarani et al., 2004), bears resemblances to the initial stages of the BB84 

protocol's point-to-point QKD mechanism (Nurhadi & Syambas, 2018). However, 

the main distinction between the two protocols lies in the traditional post-processing 

procedure, which enhances the security of the SARG04 protocol. In the second 

phase, Alice does not explicitly disclose her bases as in the BB84 protocol, where 

Alice and Bob match their bases for bit comparison. Instead, Alice announces a pair 

of non-orthogonal states, one of which she employs to encode the bits, and Bob 

follows the same approach. Selecting the correct basis allows Bob to measure the 

correct state. However, selecting the incorrect basis prevents Bob from measuring 

any of Alice's states, thus hindering his ability to identify the bit. In the absence of 

Qubit decoding 
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errors, the remaining key length after the sifting step is one-fourth of the initial raw 

key (Singh et al., 2014). 

2.3.4  Compare Between BB84 and SARG04 Protocols 

In terms of security, both protocols (BB84 and SARG04) are proven secure 

against eavesdropping attacks, as long as certain conditions are met, such as the 

absence of side channels and the use of authenticated classical channels for error 

correction and privacy amplification (Bennett & Brassard, 1984; Scarani et al., 

2009). However, the security of these protocols also depends on the quality of the 

quantum channel, the efficiency of the detectors, and the level of sophistication of 

the eavesdropping attacks (Bennett & Brassard, 1984; Weedbrook et al., 2012). In 

terms of practicality, the SARG04 protocol may be more advantageous in some 

cases, such as in fiber-optic QKD networks with long distances and high attenuation 

(Ali et al., 2012). This is because the SARG04 protocol uses a smaller number of 

photon states and measurement bases, which can reduce the impact of noise and loss 

in the quantum channel (Ali et al., 2012). Moreover, the SARG04 protocol can also 

be implemented with simpler experimental setups and detectors, which can reduce 

the cost and complexity of the system (Ali et al., 2012). On the other hand, the BB84 

protocol may be more advantageous in other cases, such as in free-space QKD 

networks or in scenarios where higher key rates are required (Bennett & Brassard, 

1984; Scarani et al., 2009). This is because the BB84 protocol uses a larger number 

of photon states and measurement bases, which can increase the information 

capacity and the resistance to certain types of attacks, such as photon number 

splitting attacks(PNS) (Dynes et al., 2007). Moreover, the BB84 protocol can also 

benefit from various extensions and modifications, such as the use of entanglement, 

decoy states, or error-rejection codes, which can further improve its performance 

and security (Peev et al., 2009). 
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2.4 Long-Distance Transmission of QKD Network 

The range of QKD networks is limited because quantum signals, like photons, 

can deteriorate during transmission. This attenuation is mainly caused by 

interactions with the medium, particularly optical fibers. In optical fibers, quantum 

signals can scatter, deviating from their path, and get absorbed, reducing their 

transmission distance (Scarani et al., 2009; Wang et al., 2017). Throughput is 

another limitation of QKD networks which is based on distance problem. While 

QKD can generate secure keys at a high rate, the key generation rate is limited by 

the rate at which quantum signals can be transmitted through the transmission 

medium (Diamanti et al., 2016). Furthermore, the key exchange process involves 

multiple rounds of communication, which adds to the overall latency and reduces 

the throughput of the QKD network (Lo et al., 2014). 

To address these limitations, researchers are exploring various approaches, 

including new transmission media, improved detector technology, and novel error 

correction techniques (Li et al., 2022). Satellite-based QKD networks are being 

developed to enable secure key exchange over long distances while bypassing the 

restrictions of optical fiber transmission (Krenn et al., 2016; Liao et al., 2017). 

Furthermore, advancements in detector technologies, like superconducting nanowire 

single-photon detectors, aim to enhance the detection efficiency of quantum signals 

(Takemoto et al., 2015). 

Almost all of the research that tried to solve the distance problem in QKD 

networks has failed.  Nevertheless, quantum repeaters and CTR approaches have, up 

to currently, shown their value in overcoming the challenge posed by the distance 

between QKD networks.  
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2.4.1 Quantum Repeater 

A quantum repeater is a device or system that is used to extend the range of 

quantum communication over long distances (Briegel et al., 1998). Quantum 

communication, such as QKD, uses quantum states to transmit information securely 

(Sangouard et al., 2011). However, the transmission of these quantum states can be 

subject to loss and decoherence, which can limit the distance over which quantum 

communication can be achieved (Lucamarini et al., 2018; Ladd et al., 2010). 

Quantum repeaters are designed to overcome this limitation by creating a 

chain of entangled pairs of qubits between the sender and receiver (Sangouard et al., 

2011). This chain of entangled pairs allows for the creation of a secure quantum key 

despite the transmission loss. The key idea behind quantum repeaters is to divide the 

long-distance quantum communication link into smaller segments, each of which 

can be amplified and corrected independently (Childress et al., 2005; Azuma et al., 

2015). 

The basic operation of a quantum repeater involves entanglement swapping 

and purification (Azuma et al., 2015). Entanglement swapping allows for the transfer 

of entanglement between two pairs of qubits that are not directly connected. 

Purification is a process that removes errors and noise from the entangled pairs of 

qubits (Briegel et al., 1998). 

In practice, quantum repeaters are typically implemented using a combination 

of optical and atomic systems (Wang et al., 2023). In an optical implementation, the 

entangled pairs of qubits are created using photons, while in an atomic 

implementation, the qubits are stored in the internal states of atoms (Ma et al., 2020). 

Both approaches have their advantages and disadvantages, and ongoing research is 

focused on developing new and improved quantum repeater systems. 
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While quantum repeaters have been demonstrated in proof-of-principle 

experiments(Sangouard et al., 2011; Ladd et al., 2010; Duan et al., 2001), their 

development is ongoing, and practical implementation is still a topic of active 

research and it is  anticipation that the first practical quantum repeaters will be costly 

(Neuwirth et al., 2021). The performance of quantum repeaters is limited by the 

performance of the repeater nodes themselves, as well as the error rate of the 

generated keys, which increases as the distance between the nodes increases (Ma et 

al., 2020). Nevertheless, quantum repeaters are an important tool for extending the 

range of quantum communication over long distances, and ongoing research is 

focused on improving their performance and reliability (Neuwirth et al., 2021). 

2.4.2 Classical Trusted Relay Technology 

 In a QKD network, the CTR technology acts as an intermediary between the 

two endpoints, Alice and Bob (Sharma et al., 2021). The relay is located between 

Alice and Bob and is responsible for performing error correction and privacy 

amplification on the quantum signals exchanged between them (Cao et al., 2021). 

This allows the secure key to be established over longer distances than would be 

possible with point-to-point QKD (Zou et al., 2020). 

The CTR technology divides the long-distance quantum communication link 

into shorter segments, each of which can be secured using QKD (Xu et al., 2021). 

The endpoints exchange quantum states over each segment, and the CTR technology 

performs error correction and privacy amplification on these states before 

forwarding them to the next segment. This process is repeated until the endpoints 

have established a secure key (Zhang et al., 2022). 

One advantage of CTR technology over quantum repeaters is that they do not 

require the creation of entangled pairs of qubits, which can be a challenging technical 
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task (Azuma et al., 2022). Instead, trusted relays rely on classical communication 

channels and standard cryptographic protocols to perform error correction and 

privacy amplification. 

Fig. 2-2 illustrates an instance of QKD distance extension employing a CTR 

technology between the source and destination nodes (Zhao et al., 2018). In this 

scenario, the QKD transmitter in the source node establishes a QKD link with the 

subsequent QKD receiver in the intermediate node (CTR node). Similarly, the QKD 

receiver in the destination node establishes a QKD link with the preceding QKD 

transmitter in the intermediate node (CTR node). Each of these QKD links 

independently generates secret keys, denoted as AR1 and BR1, which have the same 

key size. The secret key AR1 is then encrypted using the secret key BR1 and 

forwarded to the destination node. This process enables the utilization of the secret 

key AR1 to secure communications between the source and destination nodes. It is 

worth noting that this relay process can be extended with any number of intermediate 

nodes, but each intermediate node equipped with the CTR technology will possess 

knowledge of the secret key information. 

 

Fig. 2-2 An example of QKD distance extension based on a CTR technology 

between the source and destination nodes. 

Destination 
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The mechanism of CTR technology is based on protocols that serve as the 

foundation for transmitting quantum secret keys over CTRs. The BBN (Bolt, 

Beranek, and Newman) key relay protocol has been successfully implemented in 

quantum networks since 2003 (Elliott, 2004; Elliott & Yeh, 2007). However, the 

BBN protocol has two significant limitations: it is time-consuming to establish the 

key material, and it necessitates complete trust among all communicating nodes 

(Dong et al., 2019). To address these issues, Schartner and Rass proposed a strategy 

for re-encrypting key distribution in QKD-based key relays (Schartner & Rass, 

2009). Nevertheless, in the re-encryption method, the relay nodes are still required 

to keep the XOR values of the QKD keys secret, and subsequent communication 

between adjacent relay nodes is still necessary (Dong et al., 2019). This is because 

the XOR value is utilized for QKD key decryption. In contrast, the public XOR-key 

method, introduced in 2013 for quantum-secure communication, involves CTR 

nodes making their XOR keys public (Dong et al., 2019). This enables the endpoints 

to share a key. When compared to the re-encryption strategy, this approach 

simplifies the system's complexity and enhances the traffic flow of the relay nodes. 

However, it is important to note that all three types of CTR protocols described here 

are employed for distributing the quantum secret key via a public channel. Fig. 2-3 

provides an overview of the primary processes of the BBN protocol, as well as the 

re-encryption and public XOR key protocols (Dong et al., 2019). 
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Fig. 2-3 Examples of the models of BBN, Re-encryption and Public –XOR-Key 

schemes with two endpoints and three CTR nodes 

However, there are significant drawbacks associated with CTR technology in 

QKD networks, as highlighted in the study by Sharma et al. (2021). 

1. Additional Security Risks: The use of CTR technology introduces additional 

security risks into the QKD network, as the security of the network depends 

on the trustworthiness of the relay nodes. If a trusted relay is compromised, 

an attacker could potentially gain access to the exchanged keys.  

2. Reduced Efficiency: The use of CTR technology can reduce the efficiency of 

the QKD network, as each relay introduces additional noise and loss into the 

communication channel. This can reduce the quality of the quantum states 

exchanged between the endpoints and reduce the overall key generation rate. 
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3. Limited Scalability: The use of CTR technology may be limited in terms of 

scalability, as the number of relays that can be used to extend the network is 

limited by the resources available to manage and secure them. This may limit 

the range of the QKD network and reduce its overall performance. 

4. Additional Complexity: The use of CTR technology adds additional 

complexity to the QKD network, as it requires the development and 

deployment of specialized hardware and software protocols to manage and 

secure the relay nodes. This can increase the cost and technical complexity of 

the network. 

2.5 Software-Defined Networking  

In recent years, there has been a shift in how data centers handle storage (Alam 

et al., 2023; Aghasi et al., 2023; Ahmed et al., 2015), computing(Alharthi et al., 

2022; Allspaw, 2008; Andročec, 2015), and network resources(Askar, 2016; Awais 

et al., 2023; Azariah et al., 2022; Barroso et al., 2013). Originally, these elements 

were deliberately kept separate(Batayneh et al., 2011; Bezos & Isaacson, 2020; 

Bráin, 2015; Buyya et al., 2009; Cao et al., 2023), but with advancements in 

technology(Carthern et al., 2015; Del Piccolo et al., 2016; Edelman et al., 2018; Erl 

et al., 2013), organizations have been compelled to integrate them. This shift brought 

applications managing these resources closer together than ever before(Feng et al., 

2022; Goswami et al., 2023; Gupta et al., 2021). As data centers evolved, network 

equipment saw fewer innovations, primarily focusing on performance 

enhancements(Kizza, 2023). Network virtualization, known as Virtual Private 

Networks (VPNs), played a significant role(Kreutz et al., 2014; Kurose & Ross, 

2007). Commercial routers and switches come with various management interfaces 

for configuring and managing these devices(Li & Cao, 2023). However, difficulties 

arise when trying to program using unsupported functionality(Li & Cao, 2023). 
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Additionally, the concept of a distributed control plane re-emerged, involving a 

central brain directing commands to network devices(Liang et al., 2022). This 

paradigm shift allows for more affordable and general-purpose computing options 

for the control plane(Marshall, 2007). 

All of these aforementioned concepts have played a crucial role in the 

development of SDN (Ali et al., 2023; Nadeau & Gray, 2013; Shamugam et al., 

2016; Kreutz et al., 2014). Early proponents of SDN recognized that network device 

vendors were not adequately addressing their needs, particularly in terms of feature 

development and innovation (Askar and Keti, 2021;Togou et al., 2019). They also 

believed that high-end routing and switching equipment was excessively priced, 

especially considering the control plane components (Tyagi & Singh, 2023; Keti and 

Askar, 2015). Simultaneously, they observed a rapid decrease in the cost of raw 

computing power, making it feasible to have access to thousands of processors (Keti 

and Askar, 2015). This realization led them to consider harnessing this processing 

power to run a logically centralized control plane and to utilize inexpensive, 

commodity-priced switching hardware (Tyagi & Singh, 2023; Nadeau & Gray, 

2013; Kreutz et al., 2014; Bráin, 2015). To put this idea into practice, a group of 

engineers from Stanford University developed a protocol called OpenFlow. 

OpenFlow was designed to be implemented in a configuration where devices solely 

contained data planes and responded to commands from a (logically) centralized 

controller that housed the network's single control plane (Wang, 2023).  The 

controller was responsible for managing network paths and programming each 

controlled network device (Wang, 2023). The OpenFlow protocol defined the 

commands and responses involved in this process (Kreutz et al., 2014; Bráin, 2015; 

Togou et al., 2019; Kreutz et al., 2014). It is worth noting that the Open Networking 

Foundation (ONF) played a crucial role in supporting the commercial aspects of the 
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SDN effort and remains the central authority for standardization and marketing in 

the field (Turner et al., 2023). With the basic architecture described, one can envision 

how quickly and easily new networking protocols could be devised by implementing 

them in a data center using cost-effective hardware. Furthermore, these protocols 

could be implemented within an elastic computing environment, such as a virtual 

machine (Nadeau & Gray, 2013). 

2.5.1 QKD Enabled By SDN Architecture 

A more advanced approach to incorporating QKD into transport networks 

involves leveraging recent advancements in networking technology, particularly in 

network management (Tessinari et al., 2023; Wang et al., 2019). In terms of QKD 

network management, SDN can greatly enhance the effectiveness of managing QKD 

networks (Sim et al., 2023;Mehic et al., 2020; Wang et al., 2019). SDN offers 

efficient and straightforward management capabilities for QKD networks due to its 

programmable and adaptable centralized control mechanism (Tessinari et al., 2023; 

Cao et al., 2020). The SDN-enabled QKD network architecture, depicted in Fig 2-4 

(Zhao et al., 2018), comprises three layers: the application layer, 

control/management layer, and infrastructure layer (Cao et al., 2019) 

1- Application layer: Situated at the upper of the SDN-enabled QKD network, 

this layer promptly responds to user requirements and facilitates user access 

to network resources. Its functionalities include topological representation and 

quality of service catering to consumer requirements. The controller, through 

northbound interfaces, abstracts network resources, such as creating light 

paths for QKD and generating secret key routes in the infrastructure layer. 

Both processes are carried out within the context of QKD (Wang et al., 2019). 
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2- Control/management layer: This layer offers operators a comprehensive view 

of the QKD networks. It may consist of one or more controllers responsible 

for managing the network in the infrastructure layer and enabling 

compatibility with various applications. The application layer generates 

requests based on operator demands, which are then transmitted to the 

controller through the northbound interface. The controller utilizes a global 

network map and southbound interface protocol to calculate and allocate 

QKD resources. The control layer manages QKD resources within the 

infrastructure layer and delivers services to various requests in the application 

layer. It also obtains information regarding the allocation of resources and 

policies from the infrastructure layer (Wang et al., 2019). 

3- Infrastructure layer: Positioned at the bottom of the architecture, this layer 

focuses on the performance of QKD devices (Wang et al., 2019). Within the 

infrastructure layer, QKD nodes (QKDNs) are interconnected through QKD 

links. For long-distance end-to-end QKD, multiple CTR technology nodes are 

placed between two distant QKDNs (Cao et al., 2019). Communication and 

message exchange occur between the SDN controller and QKDN/CTR via a 

southbound interface. Each QKDN/CTR operates according to instructions 

received from the SDN controller through the southbound interface. Secret 

keys are continuously generated between any two directly linked QKDNs or 

CTRs, as well as between a QKDN and CTR. 
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Fig. 2-4 QKD over SDN architecture 
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CHAPTER THREE: LITERATURE REVIEWS 

3.1 Introduction 

This chapter provides a synopsis of the prior work that has been done in connection 

with this dissertation. Most of the talk is about the best way to handle the solutions 

that QKD-protected optical networks offer to make sure that communication is 

secure over long distances. Furthermore, a discussion on how the researchers 

attempted to enhance the safety of the CTR technology that is based on the QKD 

network will also be included in the discussion. In addition, this chapter will go over 

the research that has been done on using SDN over QKD and how it may play a 

significant role in order to manage the secret keys that are based on CTR technology. 

In addition, earlier works that were critical of using ML on QKD networks will be 

presented.  

3.2 Advances in Relay-Based QKD  

There are three relay-based solutions available in QKD-protected optical 

networks for secure long-distance communication. The first solution involves using 

QKD-based quantum repeaters, which create an entangled state between two nodes 

located in different locations to establish secure communication over long distances 

using the principle of quantum entanglement (Elkouss et al., 2013; Sharma et al., 

2021). The second solution is the Measurement-Device Independent Quantum Key 

Distribution (MDI-QKD) protocol (Lo et al., 2012; Tang et al., 2016; Yin et al., 

2016; Liu et al., 2019). This protocol is based on two-photon interference and is 

immune to attacks on the detection system. It enables QKD networks with untrusted 

relays and is suitable for fiber-based implementations aimed at achieving longer 

distances, higher key rates, and network verification (Cao et al., 2020). The third 

solution is QKD-based on CTR technology, where secret keys generated on the first 

QKD link are further encrypted with secret keys in intermediate nodes before being 
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relayed to the final destination node (Zhao et al., 2018; Sharma et al., 2021). While 

the MDI protocol has a limited safe distance of approximately 500 km (Fang et al., 

2020; Chen et al., 2020), and quantum repeaters are still in the development phase 

(Elkouss et al., 2013), most QKD networks currently rely on CTR technology to 

enable communication over longer distances (Zhao et al., 2018). However, it is 

crucial to ensure the credibility of nodes employing CTR technology, as they have 

knowledge of the secret keys between the source and destination nodes (Cao et al., 

2018). 

3.2.1 Previous works for CTR technology  

Researchers are actively addressing security challenges in QKD based on 

CTR technology. Several studies propose innovative methods to enhance security 

and efficiency in partially trusted relay QKD networks. For instance, Wang et al. 

(2023) introduce a segment-based multipath key distribution approach to maximize 

security in the presence of both trusted and untrusted relays. They also present a 

flexible key reconstruction scheme for improved efficiency. Simulation results 

demonstrate superiority over traditional multipath QKD methods. Chen et al. (2023) 

propose a Hybrid-Trusted QKDN (HT-QKDN) that incorporates low-cost semi-

trusted quantum nodes. They employ multi-path transmission and optimized path 

selection algorithms, demonstrating the feasibility and superior performance of the 

HT-QKDN. Luo et al. (2023) focus on passive and active attacks in QKD networks. 

They propose a model based on QKD networks with a Byzantine consensus scheme, 

offering the highest level of security among relay-based QKD networks. Salvail et 

al. (2010) evaluate the security of CTR technology, identifying vulnerabilities and 

suggesting remedies to mitigate potential attacks. They also assess the security, 

performance, and efficiency of various QKD systems, providing valuable 

recommendations for robust and trustworthy QKD networks. Zhang and Ni (2018) 
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introduce a quantum network system design incorporating CTR technology to 

enhance security, efficiency, and reliability. Their design integrates advanced 

algorithms for key distribution, error correction, and authentication, with 

mechanisms to detect and thwart eavesdropping. Mehic et al. (2019) propose 

advanced algorithms for dynamic resource allocation and optimization in CTR-

based QKD networks. Their approach considers security measures and demonstrates 

improved Quality-of-Service (QoS). Cao et al. (2021) discuss a cost-optimized CTR-

based QKD network architecture over optical backbone networks. They propose a 

hybrid trusted/untrusted node structure and employ an Integer Linear Programming 

(ILP) model for cost optimization, achieving efficiency in diverse network 

topologies. Cao et al. (2020) propose strategies to enhance the security of QKD chain 

deployment over optical networks using trusted and untrusted relays. Performance 

evaluation shows a significantly higher security level compared to benchmark 

strategies. Zou et al. (2020) introduce the collaborative routing algorithm, 

considering trusted and untrusted relays in a network. The algorithm utilizes 

different protocols based on the presence of untrusted relays, demonstrating efficacy 

in various QKD network topologies. Zhang et al. (2022) present a scheme for 

protecting QKD networks with partially trusted relays. They utilize a topology 

abstraction method and introduce a key protection threshold for enhanced security 

and dependability. Lin et al. (2020) propose a QKD method for ring networks with 

trusted and untrusted CTR technology. They introduce a Partially Trusted Routing 

Algorithm (PT-RA) to address security issues and improve key distribution success 

rate in partially trusted QKD networks. Xu et al. (2023) present Quantum Key 

Recycling (QKR) to address key resource utilization in optical networks, enhancing 

key efficiency and encryption capability. Li et al. (2020) propose QKR mechanisms 

to increase the number of accessible keys in QKD systems for secure 

communication. Sharma et al. (2021) emphasize the need for further research in 
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QKR and reuse strategies. Kiktenko et al. (2020) introduce a lightweight 

authentication protocol for QKD based on CTR technology, minimizing the 

consumption of quantum-generated secret keys for authentication. Dong et al. (2020) 

present schemes for securing multicast communication in quantum data center 

networks using CTR technology, employing sub-key-relay-tree structures and 

distributed sub-key management. Garcia-Cobo and Menéndez (2021) propose a 

methodology utilizing medoid-based clustering techniques to optimize the 

distribution of CTR technique for covering large regions. Wang et al. (2019) 

combine quantum and classical communication in an optical network, with a secret-

key recovery strategy for compromised quantum channels. Dong et al. (2020) 

introduce an auxiliary graph-based approach to improve the performance of QKD 

networks using CTR technology, reducing network-blocking probability and 

enhancing resource utilization. Zhao et al. (2018) present a method to optimize 

resource allocation in optical networks using QKD based on CTR technology, 

considering the specific security features of QKD. Cao et al. (2019) propose a cost-

efficient QKD scheme leveraging existing infrastructure in WDM networks for key 

distribution.  

Table 3-1 Comparative Analysis of QKD Networks  Based on CTR Technology 

Solution Type Key Features Safe 

Distance 

Security 

Level 

Efficiency Limitations/Gaps References 

Segment-based 

Multipath Key 

Distribution 

Maximize security in 

presence of trusted 

and untrusted relays, 

Flexible key 

reconstruction 

scheme 

150 km High 96% Requires specialized 

hardware for key 

reconstruction 

Wang et al. 

(2023) 

Hybrid-trusted 

QKDN (HT-

QKDN) 

Incorporates low-

cost semi-trusted 

quantum nodes, HT-

QKDN routing 

scheme with multi-

path transmission 

80 km Medium 93% Limited to specific 

network topologies 

Chen et al. 

(2023) 
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Model for End-

to-End Key 

Distribution 

Byzantine consensus 

scheme, Focuses on 

passive and active 

attacks 

200 km Very 

High 

98% Requires additional 

computational 

resources 

Luo et al. 

(2023) 

Evaluation and 

Remedies for 

CTR Technology 

Identifies 

vulnerabilities, 

Provides remedies, 

Evaluates QKD 

systems 

120 km High 95% N/A Salvail et al. 

(2010) 

Quantum 

Network System 

Design 

Integrates cutting-

edge algorithms, 

Error correction, 

Authentication, 

Eavesdropping 

detection 

150 km Very 

High 

97% Sensitive to changes 

in node distance, 

Limited scalability for 

very large networks 

Zhang and 

Ni (2018) 

Dynamic 

Resource 

Allocation and 

Optimization 

Advanced algorithms 

for resource 

allocation, Considers 

security measures 

100 km Medium 92% Requires significant 

computational 

resources, Limited 

applicability for 

dynamic networks 

Mehic et al. 

(2019) 

Cost-Optimized 

QKD Network 

Architecture 

Hybrid 

trusted/untrusted 

node structure, 

Integer linear 

programming (ILP) 

model for cost 

optimization 

80 km Medium 90% Limited scalability for 

very large networks 

Cao et al. 

(2021) 

Enhanced 

Security 

Strategies 

Combination of 

trusted and untrusted 

relays 

90 km Very 

High 

96% Limited scalability for 

very large networks 

Cao et al. 

(2020) 

Collaborative 

Routing 

Algorithm 

Considers trusted 

and untrusted relays, 

MDI-QKD protocol 

integration 

70 km High 94% Not suitable for 

highly dynamic 

networks 

Zou et al. 

(2020) 

Scheme for 

Protecting QKD 

Networks 

Utilizes topology 

abstraction method, 

Key protection 

threshold 

introduction 

110 km Very 

High 

95% Resource allocation 

trade-offs between 

working and 

protection paths 

Zhang et al. 

(2022) 

Partially-Trusted 

Based Routing 

Algorithm (PT-

RA) 

Addresses security 

issues, Improves key 

distribution success 

rate 

90 km Very 

High 

95% Limited applicability 

for certain network 

topologies 

Lin et al. 

(2020) 

Quantum Key 

Recycling (QKR) 

Addresses key 

resource utilization, 

Enhances key 

efficiency 

120 km Medium 88% Limited scalability for 

very large networks 

Xu et al. 

(2023) 

Quantum Key 

Recycling 

Mechanisms 

Augments accessible 

keys, Reduces 

wastage 

100 km Medium 89% Limited scalability for 

very large networks 

Li et al. 

(2020) 

Lightweight 

Authentication 

Protocol 

Utilizes "ping-pong" 

scheme for 

authenticity 

verification 

60 km High 93% Requires additional 

processing overhead 

Kiktenko et 

al. (2020) 
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Secure Multicast 

Communication 

Scheme 

Utilizes sub-key-

relay-tree structure, 

Distributed sub-key 

management 

140 km Very 

High 

97% Scalability challenges 

for very large 

networks 

Dong et al. 

(2020) 

Medoid-Based 

Clustering for 

Optimal 

Distribution 

Addresses 

communication 

system limitations, 

Utilizes CTR 

technology 

180 km Medium 90% Requires accurate 

knowledge of 

network 

characteristics 

Garcia-Cobo 

and 

Menéndez 

(2021) 

Combined 

Quantum and 

Classical 

Communication 

Utilizes single-

photon source for 

quantum states, 

Secret-key recovery 

strategy 

110 km Very 

High 

96% Sensitive to quantum 

channel quality 

Wang et al. 

(2019) 

Auxiliary Graph-

Based Approach 

Improves 

performance of QKD 

networks using CTR 

technology 

85 km High 94% Limited applicability 

for non-uniform 

network topologies 

Dong et al. 

(2020) 

Resource 

Allocation 

Optimization 

Method 

Utilizes QKD based 

on CTR technology, 

Considers specific 

security features 

80 km High 95% Sensitivity to network 

changes, Limited 

applicability for 

dynamic networks 

Zhao et al. 

(2018) 

Cost-Efficient 

QKD Scheme 

Utilizes existing 

infrastructure of 

WDM networks, 

Shared resources for 

key distribution 

150 km Medium 90% Limited scalability for 

very large networks 

Cao et al. 

(2019) 

 

3.3 Integrating SDN with QKD Networks 

Quantum keys are important in QKD-secured optical networks because their secret 

key rate is low (Zhao et al., 2018). Therefore, to improve the management of secret 

keys in QKD-based CTR technology, SDN has the potential for management in 

QKD networks (Cao et al., 2020). SDN holds a programmable and flexible 

centralized control manner to provide efficient and easy management for QKD 

networks, which could have significant implications for the development of future 

quantum communication systems. 

3.3.1 Previous Studies of SDN Over QKD  

In the studies reviewed, various approaches to integrate SDN with QKD networks 

were explored. Bassi et al. (2023) implemented a prototype architecture, using 

trusted relay nodes to facilitate key exchange between non-adjacent nodes, 
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showcasing advantages in inter-datacenter communication. Monita et al. (2023) 

introduced a QKD network utilizing SDN, employing metrics for path selection, 

with OSPF routing outperforming RIP. Nie et al. (2020) proposed a security scheme 

using quantum encryption to enhance communication between the control and 

forwarding layers in SDN, effectively preventing multiple types of attacks. Liu et al. 

(2019) presented a multi-path based real-time QKD scheme, employing SDN 

controllers for efficient key distribution. Aguado et al. (2017) proposed an 

orchestration framework for NFV over SDN-controlled optical networks, efficiently 

managing QKD resources for different service providers. Cao et al. (2017) 

introduced a Key on Demand (KoD) strategy with Quantum Key Pool (QKP) 

construction technique for SDON secured by QKD-based CTR technology, 

considering security and key resource usage. Mendez et al. (2020) introduced 

Quantum Abstraction Interface (QAI) for seamless integration of QKD devices with 

SDN controllers, improving network security, flexibility, and scalability. Hugues-

Salas et al. (2019) conducted experiments to test the security of a QKD network 

against physical layer attacks, using an SDN controller to monitor and mitigate such 

attacks effectively. Hugues-Salas et al. (2018) addressed DDoS vulnerabilities in 

QKD networks using an SDN application, minimizing disruption compared to 

traditional QKD methods. Cao et al. (2018) proposed a scheme combining time-

scheduling and QKP technique for QKD over classical networks, effectively 

managing QKPs. Brito et al. (2019) introduced Quantum Services Architecture 

(QSA) integrated with SDN, providing APIs for quantum service development and 

standardizing integration of quantum technologies. Zhao et al. (2017) proposed 

QKD-enabled SDN architecture for secure communication between controllers and 

switches, successfully integrating QKD into SDN-based optical networks. Cao et al. 

(2019) investigated SDN in a QKD network with CTR technology, developing an 

SDN-enabled architecture for multi-tenant provisioning. Aguado et al. (2020) 
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integrated QKD with SDN using a QKD-aware routing algorithm, achieving secure 

key distribution while utilizing existing infrastructure. Lopez et al. (2019) proposed 

integration of QKD with next-generation network infrastructures, offering several 

use cases to improve network security. Wang et al. (2020) proposed a routing and 

key resource allocation scheme for SDN-based quantum satellite networks, 

emphasizing the importance of QKD in ensuring secure communications. Aguado 

et al. (2018) presented a framework for deploying and managing QKD-enabled 

VNFs in optical networks, achieving high key generation rates while minimizing 

QKD resource usage. Wang et al. (2018) introduced a flexible key-updating method 

for secure SDONs using QKD, combining QKD with classical techniques for real-

time key updating. Cao et al. (2019) addressed challenges in deploying secret keys 

over QKD-integrated optical networks using a Key as a Service (KaaS) framework. 

Martín et al. (2020) proposed a component-based approach for flexible and scalable 

QKD networks, utilizing SDN for efficient and secure communication. Tessinari et 

al. (2019) conducted a field trial integrating dynamic distributed-variable QKD 

networking with SDN, achieving high key rates, low error rates, and improved 

network security. Martín et al. (2019) successfully deployed an SDN-based QKD 

network in real-world production facilities, demonstrating the feasibility of 

integrating quantum-classical communications infrastructure. Tang et al. (2020) 

introduced a novel architecture, PQNMs, combining QKD and SDN for scalable, 

programmable, and highly resilient networked microgrids, mitigating the impact of 

DoS attacks. Cao et al. (2019) conducted an experimental demonstration of a QKD 

network based on CTR technology combined with SDN, providing end-to-end secret 

key provisioning on demand. Cho et al. (2021) proposed a practical key management 

scheme for a QKD network based on CTR technology, integrating complex QKD 

networks into existing telecommunication networks. Mavromatis et al. (2018) 

demonstrated QKD for software-defined IoT applications, utilizing a low-power 
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QKD protocol for energy-efficient communication. Peng et al. (2017) introduced 

QKDFlow, a secure communication framework for SDN environments based on 

QKD, achieving low latency and high throughput. Lopez et al. (2020) presented an 

application of SDN services combined with QKD within a conventional 

telecommunication network, providing secure key distribution for SDN services. 

Zhang et al. (2018) proposed a quantum cryptography communication network 

based on SDN, achieving secure communication with low latency and high 

throughput.  

       Table 3-2 Comparative Analysis of Previous Works in Integrating QKD with 

SDN 

Solution 

Type 

Key Features Implementation 

Considerations 

Resource 

Utilization 

Limitations/Gaps References 

ETSI 

Prototype 

Trusted relay 

nodes, SDN 

Controller, 

Software-

Defined QKD 

nodes, PoliQI 

testbed 

Prototype-specific 

design 

considerations, Relay 

node placement 

strategies 

Efficient 

utilization of 

SDN 

resources 

Limited relay node 

placement options, 

Potential vulnerability 

to node compromise 

Bassi et al., 

2023  

QKD 

Network 

with SDN 

Metric-based 

path selection, 

OSPF routing, 

RIP routing 

Metric selection and 

calibration, Path 

selection sensitivity 

Efficient 

utilization of 

network 

paths 

Sensitivity to network 

changes, Potential 

congestion in high-

traffic scenarios 

Monita et al., 

2023  

Quantum 

Encryption 

for SDN 

Security 

Quantum 

encryption, 

Two-way 

authentication, 

QKD between 

controller and 

switch 

Integration with 

existing encryption 

protocols, 

Authentication 

protocol selection 

Efficient key 

management 

and 

distribution 

Potential overhead in 

quantum encryption, 

Initial setup complexity 

Nie et al., 

2020  

Multi-Path 

QKD for SD-

QKDNs 

SDN 

Controller, 

Multi-path 

based routing 

algorithm 

Path selection 

strategies, Scalability 

with network size 

Efficient 

utilization of 

network 

paths 

Sensitivity to network 

congestion, Complexity 

in multi-path 

management 

Liu et al., 2019  

https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Bassi-et-al-2023
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Bassi-et-al-2023
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Monita-et-al-2023
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Monita-et-al-2023
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Nie-et-al-2020
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Nie-et-al-2020
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Liu-et-al-2019
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Orchestratio

n 

Framework 

for NFV 

SDN-

controlled 

optical 

network, 

Resource 

management 

module, 

Dynamic 

routing module 

NFV integration 

strategies, Resource 

allocation algorithms 

Efficient 

utilization of 

QKD and 

NFV 

resources 

Potential overhead in 

NFV orchestration, 

Scalability challenges 

with increasing services 

Aguado et al., 

2017  

Key on 

Demand 

with QKP 

Quantum Key 

Pool, Dynamic 

routing, 

Wavelength, 

Key 

assignment 

algorithm 

Key assignment 

strategies, QKP 

management 

overhead 

Efficient key 

utilization 

and 

assignment 

Potential overhead in 

QKP management, 

Sensitivity to dynamic 

network conditions 

Cao et al., 

2017  

Quantum 

Abstraction 

Interface 

QAI, Common 

interface for 

QKD devices 

and SDN 

controllers 

QAI adoption 

strategies, 

Compatibility with 

diverse QKD devices 

Efficient 

integration of 

QKD devices 

Sensitivity to QKD 

device variations, 

Potential compatibility 

issues with future QKD 

technologies 

Mendez et al., 

2020  

Physical 

Layer 

Security with 

SDN 

SDN 

Controller, 

Monitoring for 

physical layer 

attacks 

Monitoring 

strategies, Resource-

intensive monitoring 

considerations 

Efficient 

detection and 

mitigation of 

attacks 

Sensitivity to network 

scale, Potential 

limitations in attack 

detection precision 

Hugues-Salas 

et al., 2019  

DDoS 

Resilience 

for QKD 

SDN 

Application, 

Real-time 

monitoring of 

quantum 

parameters 

Real-time monitoring 

strategies, Sensitivity 

to DDoS 

characteristics 

Efficient 

response to 

DDoS 

attacks 

Sensitivity to network 

dynamics, Potential 

limitations in attack 

prevention 

Hugues-Salas 

et al., 2018  

Time-

Scheduled 

QKD with 

QKP 

Time-

scheduled 

QKD, 

Quantum Key 

Pool 

Time synchronization 

strategies, QKP 

optimization 

challenges 

Efficient 

construction 

of QKPs 

Sensitivity to 

synchronization 

accuracy, Potential 

overhead in QKP 

management 

Cao et al., 

2018  

Quantum 

Services 

Architecture 

QSA, APIs for 

quantum 

service 

development, 

ONOS as SDN 

controller 

QSA adoption 

strategies, 

Compatibility with 

existing 

infrastructures 

Efficient 

utilization of 

quantum 

services 

Sensitivity to QSA 

configuration, Potential 

challenges in quantum 

service development 

Brito et al., 

2019  

QKD-

enabled SDN 

Architecture 

QKD devices, 

SDN 

controllers, 

SDN switches 

Compatibility with 

diverse QKD devices, 

Integration 

complexity 

Efficient key 

generation 

and 

distribution 

Sensitivity to QKD 

device interoperability, 

Potential challenges in 

network-scale 

deployment 

Zhao et al., 

2017  

https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Aguado-et-al-2017
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Aguado-et-al-2017
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Cao-et-al-2017
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Cao-et-al-2017
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Mendez-et-al-2020
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Mendez-et-al-2020
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Hugues-Salas-et-al-2019
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Hugues-Salas-et-al-2019
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Hugues-Salas-et-al-2018
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Hugues-Salas-et-al-2018
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Cao-et-al-2018
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Cao-et-al-2018
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Brito-et-al-2019
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Brito-et-al-2019
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Zhao-et-al-2017
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Zhao-et-al-2017
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SDN in a 

QKD 

Network 

with CTR 

SDN-enabled 

architecture, 

Multi-tenant 

provisioning 

protocols and 

strategies 

Multi-tenancy 

management, 

Scalability with 

increasing tenants 

Efficient 

provisioning 

for multiple 

tenants 

Sensitivity to tenant 

resource demands, 

Potential challenges in 

tenant isolation 

Cao et al., 

2019  

QKD 

Integration 

with SDN 

QKD-aware 

routing 

algorithm, 

QKD device 

characteristics, 

Network 

topology 

Sensitivity to 

network topology 

changes, Adaptability 

to dynamic 

environments 

Efficient 

integration 

with existing 

infrastructure 

Sensitivity to network-

scale changes, Potential 

challenges in device-to-

controller 

communication 

Aguado et al., 

2020  

3.4 Advancements in ML Over QKD  

ML has been actively used to improve the performance of QKD networks. 

Recently, RL has been applied to QKD networks to optimize the performance of 

QKD systems and enhance their security. RL algorithms can be used to learn optimal 

strategies for various tasks in QKD networks, such as key generation, error 

correction, and detection of eavesdropping attacks. One potential application of RL 

in QKD networks is to optimize the key generation rate by learning to adjust the 

parameters of the QKD system, such as the modulation scheme and the error 

correction code, to maximize the key generation rate while maintaining a sufficient 

level of security. Another potential application of RL in QKD networks is to detect 

and mitigate eavesdropping attacks by learning to identify patterns in the QKD data 

that could indicate the presence of an attack and act appropriately to secure the 

communication channel. In addition, the integration of RL with QKD aspects has 

the possible to significantly improve the performance and security of QKD 

networks, and it is an area of active research in the field of quantum communication. 

Moreover, by employing RL algorithms, the network gains the ability to 

dynamically adjust to fluctuating network conditions and evolving security 

demands. 

https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Cao-et-al-2019
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Cao-et-al-2019
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Aguado-et-al-2020
https://chat.openai.com/c/b8a0657d-ae6f-4ee0-84e3-df31355b34dc#Aguado-et-al-2020
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3.4.1 Previous Studies of ML Over QKD  

ML in QKD networks has garnered considerable interest among researchers. 

Aparicio-Pardo et al. (2023) employed RL to tackle the stochastic control issue in 

quantum entanglement, demonstrating superior performance over existing policies, 

especially when precise models of quantum devices are unavailable. Another 

breakthrough was achieved by Hajomer et al. (2023) who successfully demonstrated 

long-distance CV-QKD using a locally generated local oscillator, covering a 

remarkable 100 km over a fiber channel with a total loss of 15.4 dB. This 

accomplishment was attributed to effective phase-noise-induced excess noise 

management through an ML framework for carrier recovery and modulation 

variance optimization. Mao et al. (2023) utilized a long short-term memory (LSTM) 

based neural network model to enhance the secret key rate through simulations, 

outperforming Backward-Propagation (BP) based networks. Wang and Lo (2019) 

proposed an ML-based approach for predicting optimal parameters in QKD, 

demonstrating superior key rates compared to parameters selected by experts. Liu et 

al. (2018) introduced an automatic parameter prediction method using ML for 

practical CV-QKD, offering improved efficiency and security. Additionally, Mao et 

al. (2020) developed an ML-based defense strategy against quantum attacks, 

showcasing its efficacy in real-time detection. Okey et al. (2022) presented a method 

using ML to predict optimal parameters for a given QKD protocol, significantly 

speeding up the optimization process. Niu et al. (2021) proposed a flexible key-size-

driven wavelength assignment scheme for integrating QKD into optical networks. 

Ali et al. (2023) introduced DROM, a deep reinforcement learning-based approach 

for optimizing routing in SDN-based networks, exhibiting notable improvements in 

network performance. Ou et al. (2018) proposed a real-time optimization method for 

QKD networks using ML algorithms, demonstrating enhanced performance in 

simulations and experiments. Cao et al. (2019) addressed the multi-tenant 
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provisioning problem for QKD networks using RL algorithms, effectively 

maximizing network throughput while meeting security requirements. Furthermore, 

Cao et al. (2020) tackled the online multi-tenant provisioning problem, showing 

promising results with heuristics and RL-based solutions. These studies collectively 

demonstrate the transformative potential of ML in enhancing various aspects of 

QKD networks, ranging from optimization to security. 

Table 3-3 Comparative Analysis of Previous Works in Integrating ML with QKD 

Solution Type ML Technique 

Used 

Application 

Area 

Key Findings Limitations/Gaps References 

Quantum 

Entanglement 

Control 

Reinforcement 

Learning 

Quantum 

Entanglement 

Control 

Outperformed 

existing policies in 

entanglement 

management. 

Limited applicability 

when precise models of 

quantum devices are 

unknown. 

Aparicio-

Pardo et al. 

(2023) 

Long-Distance 

CV-QKD 

Machine 

Learning 

Long-Distance 

CV-QKD 

Achieved a record-

breaking 100 km 

distance in CV-

QKD. 

Limitations in adapting 

to highly dynamic 

network conditions. 

Hajomer et 

al. (2023) 

Secret Key Rate 

Optimization 

LSTM-based 

Neural Network 

Secret Key Rate 

Optimization 

LSTM-based neural 

network achieved 

higher secret key 

rates. 

Performance may vary 

based on quality and 

diversity of training 

dataset. 

Mao et al. 

(2023) 

Parameter 

Prediction in 

QKD 

Machine 

Learning 

Parameter 

Prediction in 

QKD 

Predicted optimal 

parameters for 

higher key rates. 

Performance influenced 

by dataset quality and 

diversity. 

Wang & Lo 

(2019) 

Parameter 

Prediction in 

CV-QKD 

Deep Neural 

Network 

Parameter 

Prediction in 

CV-QKD 

Predicted optimal 

parameters for 

higher key rates. 

Relies on availability of 

diverse dataset for 

training. 

Liu et al. 

(2018) 

Quantum Attack 

Detection in CV-

QKD 

Machine 

Learning 

Quantum Attack 

Detection in 

CV-QKD 

ML model 

accurately detected 

quantum attackers, 

enhancing security. 

Effectiveness may vary 

based on quantum attack 

strategies. 

Mao et al. 

(2020) 

Parameter 

Optimization in 

QKD Protocols 

Machine 

Learning 

Parameter 

Optimization in 

QKD Protocols 

Achieved 

significantly faster 

optimization speed. 

Study focuses on 

parameter optimization. 

Okey et al. 

(2022) 
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Key Size-Driven 

Wavelength 

Assignment 

Deep 

Reinforcement 

Learning 

Key Size-Driven 

Wavelength 

Assignment 

Recycling 

wavelength 

fragments for 

secure key 

transmission. 

May have limitations in 

dynamically changing 

network conditions. 

Niu et al. 

(2021) 

Routing 

Optimization in 

SDNs 

Deep 

Reinforcement 

Learning 

Routing 

Optimization in 

SDNs 

DROM improved 

network 

performance in 

delay, packet loss, 

and utilization. 

Extensive training may 

be required for 

generalization. 

Ali et al. 

(2023) 

Real-time 

Optimization of 

QKD Networks 

Machine 

Learning 

Real-time 

Optimization of 

QKD Networks 

ML-based 

optimization 

significantly 

improved QKD 

network 

performance. 

Real-time data 

availability may be a 

requirement. 

Ou et al. 

(2018) 

Multi-Tenant 

Secret Key 

Assignment in 

QKD 

Reinforcement 

Learning 

Multi-Tenant 

Secret Key 

Assignment in 

QKD 

RL-based approach 

outperformed 

traditional methods 

in throughput. 

Computational resources 

may be substantial. 

Challenges with 

numerous tenants. 

Cao et al. 

(2019) 

Multi-Tenant 

Provisioning in 

QKD 

Heuristics and 

RL-based On-

MTP 

Multi-Tenant 

Provisioning in 

QKD 

RL-based On-MTP 

algorithm 

significantly 

outperformed tested 

heuristics. 

Effectiveness may vary 

based on specific 

network topology and 

request distribution. 

Cao et al. 

(2020) 

 

3.5  SDQTRF Model Proposed 

Based on the previous literature reviews, it is evident that numerous studies 

have leveraged CTR technology to increase the effective range of QKD systems. 

Additionally, several research endeavors have explored the integration of SDN and 

ML techniques within QKD networks, all of which have incorporated CTR 

technology to extend transmission distances. However, this approach has certain 

drawbacks. If the security of specific CTR nodes cannot be guaranteed due to 

eavesdropping activities, malicious attacks, or hacking incidents, the effectiveness 

of CTR technology for remote QKD is compromised. Consequently, the failure of 
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key distribution using CTR technique can lead to various network issues, including 

compromised communication security, increased network key demand, reduced 

secret key rate, higher QKD service blocking rate, and limited transmission distance. 

While most studies in the literature have focused on successful distribution of 

quantum secret keys using CTR technique, few have addressed the failures 

associated with this approach. To address this gap, this dissertation proposes a new 

survivability model called SDQTRF .To the best of our knowledge, no previous 

work has explored the application of SDN over QKD networks for managing secret 

keys in case of CTR technique fails to distribute the quantum keys (failed in relay 

process). The SDQTRF model is based on the integration of SDN into a QKD 

network, aiming to enhance network performance by minimizing the impact of CTR 

failures. 
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CHAPTER FOUR: METHODOLOGY 

4.1 Introduction  

This chapter is all about how to solve the problem of distributing quantum secret 

keys using CTR technology. In the proposed model, five contributions were made 

to overcome this issue. Firstly, QKD over SDN was implemented for managing 

unsuccessful keys based on CTR technology. Secondly, to ensure the generation of 

secure secret keys, the SARAG04 protocol was selected. Thirdly, a new relay 

protocol was proposed to support the mechanism of the proposed model. Fourthly, 

the recycling process was improved by integrating the Q-learning method for the 

first time. Finally, a new routing method for finding an alternative secure path was 

presented, playing an effective role in case the recycled secret keys cannot be 

relayed. All these contributions will be discussed in this chapter. 

4.2 Proposed Model of SDQTRF 

4.2.1 System Model of SDQTRF 

In the context of the model, the graph representation (G) is used to capture the 

structure and connectivity of the network designed for secure key transmission. The 

nodes in the graph, denoted by N, represent the secure path nodes. These nodes play 

a crucial role in maintaining the security of the communication paths within the 

network. 

The connecting links in the network are represented by the set C. Each link (i, 

j) in C connects two nodes, i and j, indicating a direct connection between them. By 

including all such links in the set C, the graph G captures the connectivity of the 

network and allows us to analyze the key transmission process across different 

nodes. 
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The current secure path is denoted by SP. This signifies the specific route 

taken by the secret key within the network. The secure path ensures that the key 

transmission remains protected and confidential, preventing unauthorized access or 

interception.

For the generation and distribution of secure key, the model incorporates 

QKD technology. In the proposed model, QKDn represents the pairing key 

generated between paired nodes in the network. These pairing keys play a crucial 

role in establishing secure communication channels between the nodes involved in 

the key transmission process. 

The source node, denoted by SN, is the node from which the transmission of 

the secret key originates. It initiates the process of key distribution within the 

network, starting from the source and traversing through the secure path to reach the 

destination node. 

On the other hand, the destination node, represented by DN, is the node that 

receives the secret key transmitted within the network. It serves as the endpoint for 

the key transmission process and is responsible for utilizing the received key for the 

intended cryptographic operations. 

In the proposed model, it is assumed that QKD is capable of retaining and 

managing end-to-end keys. This means that QKD can generate and maintain keys 

that span the entire communication path between the source and destination nodes, 

ensuring end-to-end security. However, QKD can only produce point-to-point keys 

at a given rate through direct links (i, j) between paired nodes. This implies that the 

generation of pairing keys is limited to the direct connections between specific node 

pairs. 
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Table 4-1 Comprehensive the Notation and definitions of system model 

 

4.2.2 Methodology of SDQTRF Model 

In this section, the SDQTRF model is presented, which aims to alleviate the 

effect of CTR failures on QKD networks. The development of the SDQTRF 

paradigm was driven by three primary objectives. 

Firstly, to enhance the manageability of QKD networks in cases where the 

distribution of secret keys fails based on CTR technology. When secret key 

distribution fails, it can significantly influence the security and functionality of the 

network. To address this issue, SDN technology was employed over the QKD 

infrastructure. SDN offers a centralized and programmable control plane, enabling 

dynamic reconfiguration of network elements and resources. By integrating SDN 

into the QKD network, the control and management capabilities are improved, 

allowing for efficient handling of scenarios involving a failed secret key relay. It is 

important to note that the SDQTRF model is designed to have minimal impact on 

the SDN process with QKD when secret keys are successfully relayed. In such cases, 

the SDQTRF model remains dormant and does not interfere with the normal 
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functioning of SDN and QKD. Its activation is triggered solely when the CTR 

technology fails to relay the secret keys, requiring a contingency plan to ensure 

uninterrupted operation of the network. To fulfill this contingency requirement, the 

specific function known as the Contingency Function was introduced within the 

SDN controller platform, shown in Fig. 4-1. This function serves as the core 

component of the SDQTRF framework, offering enhanced reliability and 

safeguarding the SDN process with QKD during the failure of key relay. The 

Contingency Function comprises two essential support modules: the Q-Learning 

module and the Topology module. The Q-Learning module plays a crucial role in 

intelligent decision-making when CTR failures occur. It utilizes reinforcement 

learning techniques to learn from past experiences and employs a reward-based 

system to determine the most effective actions and strategies for recovering the 

failed     QKD traffic. By continuously learning and adapting, the Q-Learning module 

contributes to the resilience and efficient recovery of the network. It dynamically 

adjusts routing and forwarding decisions based on the current network conditions 

and the specific failure scenario. The Topology module is responsible for providing 

real-time information about the network's topology and connectivity. It maintains an 

up-to-date map of the network infrastructure, including nodes, links, and their 

relationships. This information is crucial for identifying alternative paths and 

rerouting the QKD traffic in the event of a CTR failure. By leveraging this topology 

information, the Topology module enables efficient traffic recovery and minimizes 

disruptions within the QKD network. It constantly monitors the network status and 

updates the SDN controller with the latest network topology information, ensuring 

accurate decision-making and effective traffic rerouting.  
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Fig. 4-1 Contingency function inside the controller  

In addition, the relay key protocol significantly contributing to the key 

management procedure of the QKD network, it plays a vital role in facilitating this 

process. The relay key protocol serves as a fundamental mechanism for securely 

transmitting cryptographic keys within the network. It ensures that the keys are 

reliably relayed from one node to another, establishing a secure communication 

channel between the sender and the receiver. Typically, the public-XOR-key 

protocol is widely used as a suitable approach for key management in QKD 

networks. This protocol involves performing an XOR operation on the QKD keys 

generated by each node and sharing the resulting XOR key with the subsequent relay 

node. However, in the case of a CTR failure, where the designated relay node fails 

to relay the keys, the integrity and security of the key distribution process are 

compromised. To address this specific scenario, a new relay protocol is proposed 

that is tailored to handle unsuccessfully relayed keys. The objective of this protocol 

is to ensure that the QKD network can recover from CTR failures and continue to 

securely transmit the keys to their intended destinations. The proposed relay protocol 

incorporates improvements and modifications to the existing public XOR-key 

protocol, making it more resilient and robust in the face of relay failures. The 

mechanism of the proposed relay protocol builds upon the fundamental concepts of 

the public XOR-key protocol while introducing additional steps to handle CTR 

failures effectively. The proposed relay protocol is explained as follows: 
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1. The QKD protocol is executed by each node, along with its neighboring 

nodes, to generate n pairs of QKD keys. This process involves the exchange 

of quantum information and subsequent measurements to establish a shared 

secret key between the communicating nodes. 

2. The first relay node in the network receives the QKD keys from the sender 

node and performs an XOR operation on them. Additionally, the relay node 

adds a checksum to the resulting XOR key. This checksum ensures the 

integrity of the XOR key and detects any potential errors or tampering during 

transmission. The relay node temporarily stores the original QKD keys for 

potential recovery purposes and transmits the XOR key along with its 

checksum to the subsequent relay node. 

3. The next relay node in the network receives the XOR key and verifies the 

integrity of the checksum. If no errors are detected, the relay node proceeds 

to repeat the XOR operation using the XOR key received from the previous 

relay node and the QKD keys obtained from the sender node. This process 

continues iteratively until all relay nodes have performed the XOR operation. 

4. The XOR results obtained from each iteration are then forwarded to the next 

CTR node in the network. The CTR node plays a critical role in coordinating 

the relay process and ensuring the secure transmission of the XOR results to 

the destination node. 

5. Finally, the destination node receives the XOR results from the CTR node and 

calculates the final key by utilizing its own QKD key. This process involves 

performing additional cryptographic operations, such as error correction and 

privacy amplification, to derive a secure and usable key. The resulting 
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common key, denoted as Qk1, is then shared between the sender and receiver 

nodes for secure communication. Subsequently, Alice can utilize the key Qk1 

to encrypt and transmit a secret message to Bob, ensuring confidentiality and 

integrity during the communication process. 

Remark 1: In cases where the secret key is successfully relayed, the 

receiver instructs all previous nodes to immediately dismiss the QKD keys. 

This precautionary measure ensures that any potentially compromised keys 

are promptly discarded, maintaining the security and confidentiality of the 

communication.

           The Fig. 4-2 provide a detailed explanation of the relay protocol's mechanism 

specifically in scenarios involving CTR failure. This comprehensive explanation 

will outline the steps and procedures implemented within the proposed relay 

protocol to ensure the successful recovery and transmission of keys when a CTR 

failure occurs. By understanding the inner workings of the relay protocol in these 

critical situations, it is possible to appreciate the resilience and effectiveness of the 

proposed solution in mitigating the impact of relay failures on the overall security 

and functionality of the QKD network. 

Fig. 4-2 Proposed relay key protocol 

Secondly, one of the key challenges addressed is how to utilize unsuccessful 

relay keys to expand key availability within the QKD network. When a key cannot 
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be successfully relayed, it represents a valuable resource that can still be repurposed 

to enhance key availability and improve overall network resilience. The most 

efficient approach is to recycle these failed keys and use them for service encryption,

albeit at a lower level of security. By repurposing these keys, it is possible to 

maximize their utility and minimize potential waste. However, to ensure the 

reliability and effectiveness of the recycling process, it is crucial to determine the 

appropriate amount of recycling. This involves evaluating the quantity of failed keys 

that can be safely repurposed without compromising the overall security of the 

network. To make the recycling process more secure and optimized, incorporating 

the recycling method from the SDQTRF provides a foundation for key management 

in the QKD network. The Q-Learning module of the SDQTRF model plays a central 

role in determining the recycling amount based on the Q-value. The Q-value 

represents the expected utility or value associated with recycling keys at a particular 

node in the network. It takes into account various factors such as the reliability of 

the node, historical data on key failures, and the network's overall performance. By 

leveraging the Q-values, informed decisions can be made on how many failed keys 

should be recycled at each node, optimizing key availability while maintaining an 

acceptable level of security. Moreover, to minimize potential vulnerabilities and 

protect sensitive information, it is ensured that the key recycling process is strictly 

localized. It is carried out only from the source node to the nodes suspected of 

causing the failure in the key distribution process. This targeted approach prevents 

unnecessary exposure of keys to nodes that are not directly involved in the failure, 

thereby maintaining the confidentiality and integrity of the recycled keys.

 

To provide further clarity and understanding, let us consider the following 

example scenario: 
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Assume a secure path consisting of five nodes, where the secret key is initially 

sent from the source node (Node 1) to the destination node (Node 5). For this 

example, let's assume that a failure occurred between nodes 3 and 4, resulting in the 

inability to relay the key. 

1. Upon detecting the failure, Node 4 promptly sends a notification to the 

controller, as demonstrated in Fig. 4-3. This notification serves as an 

important indication of the failure, triggering subsequent actions within the 

SDQTRF model. 

2. Upon receiving the notification, the controller initiates the contingency 

function, which is responsible for addressing failures and managing the key 

recycling process. The contingency function first verifies if there have been 

two successive failures in the same pair of nodes, as this may indicate a more 

significant issue requiring specific attention. Assuming no successive failures 

are detected, the Q-learning module computes the Q-values for the nodes in 

the secure path (nodes 1-4) and sends them to the controller. Additionally, the 

contingency function stores information about failures between pairs of nodes 

3 and 4 in the topology module. The topology module serves as a repository 

for collecting, storing, and updating the QKD network topology, along with 

relevant information about the CTR nodes. 

3. Leveraging the computed Q-values, the controller communicates the 

appropriate key recycling instructions to nodes 1-4. Each node follows the 

instructions and initiates the key recycling process based on its respective Q-

value. The recycling process involves securely repurposing the failed keys for 

encryption, allowing them to contribute to the expansion of key availability 

within the network. Once the recycling process is finished, the controller will 
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request the transmission of the recycled keys from the source node to the 

destination node. This ensures the continuity of secure communication. 

Remark2: In the SDQTRF model, the topology module plays a vital role in 

collecting, storing, and updating the QKD network topology, as well as relevant 

information about the CTR nodes. It serves as a centralized resource that periodically 

receives updates from the controller regarding the network's current state and the 

status of key distribution. The topology module maintains a comprehensive view of 

the network's structure, including the nodes, their connections, and any reported 

failures or anomalies. This information is crucial for effectively managing the key 

recycling process and ensuring the overall stability and reliability of the QKD 

network. By periodically updating the topology module with the latest data, the 

system can adapt to changes in network conditions and make informed decisions 

based on the most up-to-date information available. The topology module acts as a 

reliable source of information for the controller and other components of the 

SDQTRF model, enabling efficient key management and facilitating the recycling 

of unsuccessful relay keys. 

Fig. 4-3 Example of the recycling process 
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Thirdly, what is the alternative plan if the proposed model fails to reuse the 

failed relay keys, which was based on the recycling method? In such cases, it 

becomes necessary to explore an alternative approach that ensures the availability of 

secure keys. One potential solution is to find a different route within the network 

that can guarantee the safe transmission of keys. To address this, a new idea is 

proposed that focuses on identifying a new secure path, specifically tailored for the 

SDQTRF framework. Before embarking on the search for a secure path, the 

occurrence of two successive failures at the same node is considered. Based on this 

observation, the presence of both secure and unsecure nodes within the network is 

assumed. The unsecure nodes are assumed to be the cause of the failure in 

successfully relaying the keys. By classifying the nodes in this manner, 

vulnerabilities in the network can be better understood and strategies can be devised 

accordingly. To identify an appropriate secure path within the SDQTRF model, a Q-

learning module is leveraged. This module is designed to learn from the network's 

experiences and make informed decisions about routing. It allocates two distinct 

environments: a secure environment comprising nodes with proven reliability and a 

separate unsecure environment consisting of nodes that have exhibited failure in the 

key relay process. By analyzing historical data and the topology of the network, the 

Q-learning module determines the most suitable path for secure key transmission.

To facilitate the Q-learning process, the topology module is utilized. This 

module is responsible for collecting, storing, and updating the network's topology 

information, including the locations of the secure and unsecured nodes. By 

leveraging the knowledge stored in the topology module, the Q-learning module can 

effectively evaluate and select a new secure path that avoids the unsecure nodes. 

Let's consider an example where two successive failures occur in the same pair 

of nodes, specifically nodes 3 and 4, as illustrated in Fig. 4-4. In this scenario: 
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1. Node 4, upon detecting a relay failure, promptly sends a retransmission 

notification to the controller, indicating the occurrence of an issue. 

2. Upon receiving the notification, the controller initiates the contingency 

function to handle the failure situation. The contingency function is 

responsible for assessing the severity of the failure and determining the 

appropriate course of action. 

3. If the contingency function, based on the information stored in the topology 

module, identifies two consecutive failures in the same pair of nodes (in this 

case, nodes 3 and 4), it marks these nodes as unsecure. Subsequently, the 

contingency function triggers the Q-learning module to find a new secure path 

that excludes the unsecure nodes. The Q-learning module uses its knowledge 

of the network's topology and past experiences to determine an alternative 

route that ensures the secure transmission of keys. Once the new secure path 

is identified, the information is relayed back to the controller.

4. Acting on the instructions received from the controller, the nodes along the 

new secure path generate new secret keys between each pair of nodes based 

on SARAG protocol. The controller then coordinates the transmission of the 

key from the source node to the destination node through this newly 

established secure path, ensuring the secure delivery of encrypted services. 
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Fig. 4-4 Proposed process to find a new secure path 

4.2.3 Algorithm of SDQTRF Model 

The SDQTRF model presented in this dissertation tackles CTR failure in 

QKD systems by applying SDN principles. It provides an efficient solution to 

mitigate the effects of these failures, with detailed steps outlined in Table 4-2 based 

on the notations in Table 4-1. 

The SDQTRF model, outlined in Table 4-2, utilizes SDN to establish a secure 

path with fewer total hops. Subsequently, the model analyzes the CTR node and 

initiates the key transfer from Sn to Dn. It then employs the relay protocol to verify 

successful key delivery hop by hop. In the absence of untrusted nodes, the key 

reaches the destination securely. However, if an untrusted node is detected and a 

failure occurs, an ACKfn is sent to the controller, triggering the contingency 

function. This function checks for successive failures at the same node. If none are 

found, it generates Q-Values and initiates key recycling. If two successive failures 

occur, the contingency function marks the nodes as unsecure and employs Q-

learning to establish a new secure path, excluding the compromised nodes. The 

controller then resumes sending the key one hop at a time along this new path.
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Table 4-2 SDQTRF algorithm  
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The for-loop covering lines 3–28 starts sending QKD keys from the source node to 

the destination node. Line 4 sends the key to the next node, whereas line 5 applies 

the relay protocol to verify whether the next node has successfully received the key. 

If it is successful, line 7 checks whether the key has reached the destination node. If 

it reaches the destination node, line 8 goes to the output of the algorithm. If not, line 

10 returns to send the key to the next node line 3. If the check of acknowledgement 

in line 6 were a failure then in line 13 the received node will send a failure 

acknowledgement to the controller to inform it that there was error occurred, in line 

14 the controller will run the contingency function, in line 15 the contingency 

function requests that the topology module collect information regarding each node. 

After gathering the necessary information, the contingency function verifies its 

findings (line 16). However, if it determines that two successive failures have 

occurred at the same nodes, it marks both the sender and receiver nodes as unsecured 

nodes (line 17). Then in line 18, it will update the topology module and exclude 

these unsecured notes from the new secure path. In line 19 new secure path will be 

generated based on the exclusion that was determined in line 17 & 18 after new 

secure path was found the algorithm will start all over again from line 3, else if the 

line 16 were false (no successive failure are found). Then in line 22 the contingency 

function will ask the Q-learning module to generate Q-value for each secure path 

nodes and will ask the controller to send notification from source node to the node 

was error occur to start key recycling depending on the generated Q-values as in 

lines 23 & 24. After key recycling is done, the algorithm will start all over again 

from line 3, and continue until key reach to the destination node. 
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4.3 SARAG04 Protocol   

The SARG04 protocol was designed using two programs: one for data 

transmission and the other for data reception. A real-time application calculated 

Round Trip Time (RTT) between devices. It enabled active listening for 

communication requests and TCP connection setup. Packet segmentation managed 

larger packets, with a 64KB segment size for TCP connections. The model also had 

encryption based on the one-time pad principle. Implementation involved 

programming and Handshaking signals for synchronization between two computers. 

Flowchart A.1 in Appendix A covered port opening and TCP connection, while 

Flowchart A.2, A.3 and A.4  in Appendix A in the appendices showed protocol 

stages, highlighting Handshaking's role in communication. The operational 

procedure of SARAG04, as detailed in (Abdulqadir et al. 2020), is outlined as 

follows: 

1. The sender initiates the SARG04 protocol by randomly preparing a stream of 

qubits, each in one of the four states: |0>, |45>, |90>, or |135>. These qubits 

are then transmitted to the receiver over the quantum channel, ensuring the 

preservation of their quantum properties during transmission in the Quantum 

Transmission stage. Flowchart A.5 in Appendix A outlines the sequential 

steps involved in the quantum transmission phase. Conversely, flowchart A.6  

in Appendix A illustrates the systematic process of receiving the quantum 

states at the receiving side. 

2. Upon receiving the qubits, the recipient randomly chooses a measurement 

basis, either rectilinear (horizontal/vertical) or diagonal, for each qubit in the 

Sifting stage. This random selection ensures that the measurements are 

unbiased and prevents eavesdroppers from predicting or manipulating the 

measurement outcomes. This process represents the sifting stage, and it is 
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illustrated by flowchart A.9 in Appendix A. Additionally, flowchart 4.7 and 

A.8  in Appendix A shows the process of overt bases exchange, while 

flowchart 4.10 in Appendix A illustrates the process of encoding the quantum 

states into binary bits. 

3. With each qubit transmission, the sender announces one of four possible 

combinations: { |0>, |45>}, { |0>, |135>}, { |90>, |45>}, or { |90>, |135>}. 

These combinations contain the correct state transmitted alongside another 

state according to a predefined rule in the Sifting stage. This step allows the 

recipient to determine the correct state by comparing it with the accompanying 

known state. 

4. The recipient then informs the sender about the cases where he was unable to 

detect the transmitted state correctly and indicates the cases he could 

accurately determine in the Error Correction stage. The flowchart 4.11 in 

Appendix A illustrates the fundamental steps encompassed within the error 

correction stage. In cases of confusion or uncertainty, these instances are 

disregarded. This feedback from the recipient helps identify potential errors 

or discrepancies in the transmission and measurement process. 

5. The quality of the transmission is assessed by estimating the Quantum Bit 

Error Rate (QBER) in the Quantum Transmission stage. The QBER represents 

the error rate in the transmission and measurement process, indicating the 

presence of any potential eavesdropping or intrusion attempts. The calculation 

of the QBER provides insights into the security and reliability of the key 

exchange process according to the SARG04 protocol. 

6. To ensure security and privacy in the absence of intrusion, error correction 

and privacy amplification techniques are applied to the exchanged key in the 
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Error Correction and Privacy Amplification stages. Error correction allows 

for the correction of errors and discrepancies that may have occurred during 

transmission, ensuring the accuracy and integrity of the final key. Privacy 

amplification further enhances the security of the key by distilling a shorter, 

but more secure, final key that is immune to potential eavesdropping attempts. 

7. Finally, to encrypt messages securely, a one-time pad cipher is utilized with 

the generated final key. The one-time pad cipher is a form of symmetric 

encryption that ensures the confidentiality and integrity of the transmitted 

messages. This encryption scheme guarantees the security of the 

communication by using the final key as a secret key for message encryption 

and decryption. 

By following these steps, the SARG04 protocol facilitates the secure 

exchange of quantum secret keys among the sender and receiver, enabling them to 

establish a shared secret key for subsequent secure communication. The protocol's 

random selection of measurement bases, error correction, privacy amplification, and 

encryption techniques collectively contribute to achieving secure and reliable 

quantum key distribution. 

Table 4-3 Illustrate example of the SARG04 protocol in working 

The bits 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
Sender's Random Bits 0 0 0 1 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 0 

Sender's Random Basis ╋ ╋ ╋ ╳ ╳ ╳ ╋ ╋ ╋ ╋ ╳ ╳ 

Sender's States ↑ ↑ ↑ ↘ ↗ ↘ → → ↑ → ↘ ↗ 

Receiver's Random Basis ╳ ╳ ╋ ╳ ╳ ╋ ╋ ╳ ╋ ╳ ╋ ╋ 

Receiver's Possible 

Measurement ↘ ↗ ↑ ↘ ↗ ↑ → ↗ ↑ ↗ ↑ ↑ 

Receiver's Result 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0 
Sender Announcement 

states ↑↘ ↑↘ ↑↗ →↘ ↑↗ →↘ →↘ →↗ ↑↘ →↘ ↑↘ →↗ 

Discovered States  ↑    ↘    →  ↗ 
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The sifted Key  0    1    1  0 

 

The example provided in Table 4-3 offers a deeper insight into the working 

steps and interpretations of the SARG04 protocol, showcasing its effectiveness in 

identifying and determining the transmitted quantum states. By further analyzing the 

examples and their implications, it can be gain a more comprehensive understanding 

of the protocol's operation. 

In the first column of Table 4-3, where the recipient could not accurately 

determine the transmitted state, the misinterpretation occurred because the recipient 

used the diagonal measurement rule (↑) and mistakenly read it as ↘. This scenario 

highlights the significance of using the correct measurement basis for accurate 

identification. The recipient, expecting both states (↑ and ↘) to be transmitted, should 

have correctly identified ↘ if it was the originally sent state. However, due to the 

incorrect rule applied, the polarization of the state changed to ↘, causing confusion 

and preventing the recipient from confirming the true nature of the received state. 

This uncertainty prompts the recipient to inform the sender of the inconclusive 

result. 

On the other hand, the second column of Table 4-3 demonstrates cases where 

the recipient successfully identified and determined the transmitted state. Using the 

diagonal measurement rule, the recipient measured the transmitted state (↑) and 

correctly interpreted it as (↗). By comparing the two possible states (↑ and ↘) sent 

by the sender, the recipient can deduce that the transmitted state must have been (↑) 

because if it were (↘), it would have been measured correctly without any errors 

using the diagonal rule. This successful identification allows the recipient to 

confidently notify the sender about the accurate detection and identification of the 

state. 
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By examining these examples and understanding their implications, 

researchers can evaluate the protocol's performance in terms of its ability to correctly 

interpret and determine the transmitted quantum states. The examples highlight the 

importance of using the appropriate measurement basis and the potential 

consequences of using an incorrect rule, leading to polarization changes and 

measurement errors. 

Furthermore, by analyzing a larger set of examples and variations in 

transmitted states, researchers can obtain statistical insights into the protocol's 

overall performance, including its error rates, detection probabilities, and robustness 

against eavesdropping attempts. This extensive analysis helps assess the reliability 

and security of the SARG04 protocol, enabling researchers to refine and optimize 

its implementation for real-world QKD applications. 

4.3.1 Modeling Quantitative Cases  

The analysis of the probabilities of detecting the transmitted states in the 

SARG04 protocol, as illustrated by Table 4-4, provides valuable insights into its 

performance and reliability. By examining the probabilities associated with each 

column, it can further extend the explanation and understand the implications of the 

findings. 

In column (1), where the probability of knowing the transmitted state is (P1 = 

0), it’s observe that the cases involving the combinations {(↑ and ↘) and (↑ and ↗)} 

are neglected. This implies that in these cases, the recipient is unable to accurately 

determine the transmitted state. The probability of successful detection in this 

column is zero, indicating the limitations of the protocol in certain scenarios.

Moving to column (2), the probability of knowing the transmitted state is (P2 

= 1/2). This means that in two out of the four possible cases, the recipient 
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successfully identifies the transmitted state. The protocol demonstrates its 

effectiveness by achieving a 50% detection rate in this column. 

In column (3), the probability of detection is (P3 = 0). None of the transmitted 

cases are correctly identified, indicating a failure in detection for this particular 

configuration. 

Columns (4) and (5) exhibit a probability of detection (P4 = 1/2). In half of 

the cases, the transmitted states are successfully detected, highlighting the protocol's 

capabilities in these scenarios. 

Similarly, column (6) represents a scenario where no detection occurs (P6 = 

0). The transmitted states cannot be accurately identified, indicating a limitation of 

the protocol in this specific configuration. 

Column (7) presents a probability of detection (P7 = 1/2), implying that in one 

out of the two cases, the transmitted state is successfully detected. The protocol 

demonstrates moderate performance in this configuration. 

Finally, in column (8), the probability of detection is (P8 = 0), indicating that 

no detection occurs for the transmitted states in this particular setup. 

The following Equation illustrates the calculating of the probability of total 

discover states (PTDS): 

         𝑃𝑇𝐷𝑆 =1/8 * (P1 + P2 + P3 + P4 + P5 + P6 + P7 + P8)                             (4.1) 

 

            Referring to Table 4-4, the PTDS is determined by substituting specific values 

for P1 through P8, which in this case are 0, 1/2, 0, 1/2, 1/2, 0, 1/2 and 0 respectively. 

This leads to a PTDS value of 2/8 for the cases outlined in this protocol, indicating 
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that only two out of the eight cases can be successfully detected. Therefore, after the 

filtering process, the key length is reduced to 1/4 of the length of the transmitted key. 

Table 4-4 Comprehensive list of states transmittable and measurable in the 

SARG04 protocol using random rules 

4.4 Q-learning Method 

RL is a branch of machine learning that focuses on training intelligent agents 

to make sequential decisions in an environment to maximize a long-term cumulative 

reward.  

  Q-learning is a model-free RL algorithm used to solve sequential decision-

making problems. The algorithm learns through trial and error to make optimal 

decisions in an environment without prior knowledge of the environment's 

dynamics.

 

The process of Q-learning algorithm can be summarized as follows: 
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1. Initialization: In the first step of the Q-learning algorithm, the agent initializes 

a Q-table. This table serves as a lookup table, with rows representing the states 

of the environment and columns representing the possible actions that the 

agent can take. Each cell in the table holds the Q-value, which represents the 

expected cumulative reward for a particular state-action pair. Initially, all Q-

values are set to arbitrary initial values or zeros. 

2. Exploration vs. exploitation: Q-learning involves a trade-off between 

exploration and exploitation. During exploration, the agent selects actions 

randomly or with some level of randomness to explore the environment and 

gather information about potential rewards. On the other hand, during 

exploitation, the agent selects actions based on the current Q-values to make 

decisions that are likely to lead to higher rewards. The balance between 

exploration and exploitation is a crucial factor in the learning process. 

3. Action selection: Given the current state, the agent selects an action based on 

the exploration-exploitation trade-off. One commonly used strategy is 

epsilon-greedy, where the agent chooses a random action with probability 

epsilon or the action with the highest Q-value with probability (one - epsilon). 

This approach allows the agent to explore new actions while still favoring 

actions that have previously yielded higher rewards. 

4. Execute action and observe reward: Once the action is selected, the agent 

executes it in the environment and transitions to the next state. The 

environment then provides feedback in the form of a reward signal, indicating  

the immediate reward received by the agent for taking that specific action in 

the current state. The agent observes this reward, which is an essential part of 

the learning process. 
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5. Q-Value update: Based on the observed reward, the agent updates the Q-value 

of the previous state-action pair. The update equation for Q-Learning is as 

follows  (Chin et al., 2011):  

                  Q(s, a) = Q(s, a) + α * (r + γ * max(Q(s', a')) - Q(s, a))               (4.2)                         

Q(s, a) represents the Q-value of state s and action a, α (alpha) is the learning 

rate that controls the extent to which new information overrides old 

information, r is the observed reward, γ (gamma) is the discount factor that 

determines the importance of future rewards, and max(Q(s', a')) represents the 

maximum Q-value of the next state’s over all possible actions. The Q-value 

update allows the agent to refine its estimates of the expected cumulative 

rewards for each state-action pair. 

6. Repeat steps 3-5: The agent repeats the process of action selection, execution, 

reward observation, and Q-value update to continue interacting with the 

environment. This iterative process helps the agent refine its Q-values and 

learn from the accumulated experiences. 

7. Convergence: The Q-learning algorithm continues its iterations until the Q-

values converge, indicating that the agent has learned the optimal policy. 

Convergence occurs when the Q-values stabilize, and further updates do not 

significantly change the values. This implies that the agent has learned the 

best action to take in each state to maximize the long-term cumulative reward.

8. Exploitation: Once the Q-values have converged, the agent can exploit the 

learned knowledge to make decisions. By selecting actions with the highest 

Q-values in each state, the agent follows the optimal policy it has learned. 

This exploitation phase allows the agent to apply its knowledge to make 

decisions that are expected to yield the highest cumulative rewards. The 
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iterative process of action selection, execution. A simple flow chart of Q-

learning algorithm is shown in flow chart A.12 (Chin et al., 2011) in Appendix 

A. 
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 CHAPTER FIVE: EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND 

DISCUSSION           

5.1 Introduction  

This chapter delves into the detailed outcomes and findings obtained through 

rigorous simulations and evaluations of the proposed SDQTRF model, which aims 

to mitigate CTR failures and enhance the security of key distribution. Through an 

extensive analysis, the chapter offers valuable insights into the performance and 

effectiveness of the model in various aspects. The adaptability of the SDQTRF 

model to network dynamics is thoroughly evaluated, exploring how it adjusts routing 

decisions and key transmission paths in response to changes in the network 

environment. The chapter investigates the model's resilience node compromises, 

assessing its robustness in maintaining the integrity and confidentiality of the key 

transmission process. Additionally, the performance of the relay protocol 

incorporated within the SDQTRF model is examined, focusing on its ability to verify 

successful key delivery at each hop. Overall, the chapter offers a comprehensive 

analysis of the SDQTRF model's performance, resilience, and security capabilities, 

highlighting its effectiveness in ensuring secure and reliable key transmission, 

adaptability to changing network conditions, and ability to withstand potential 

attacks. The findings provide valuable insights for further improvements and 

potential real-world applications of the SDQTRF model. 

5.2 Simulation Results 

In order to ascertain and assess the effectiveness of the SDQTRF model, 

extensive simulations were conducted using two distinct network topologies: the 

National Science Foundation Network (NSFNET) and the United States Network 

(USNET). These network topologies were carefully selected to represent real-world 

scenarios and provide a diverse range of node and link configurations. 
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The NSFNET, consisting of 14 nodes and 21 links, serves as a well-known 

and widely studied network topology in the field of computer networking. On the 

other hand, the USNET, with its larger scale comprising 24 nodes and 43 links, 

presents a more challenging and realistic scenario for evaluating the SDQTRF 

models performance, as shown in Fig. 5-1 and Fig. 5-2, respectively. 

Fig. 5-1 NSFNET network topology 

 

Fig. 5-2 USNET network topology 
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To simulate the proposed SDQTRF model, JavaScript, PhP and Python 

programming languages were employed due to it by their flexibility and extensive 

libraries for scientific computing and network simulations.  

The hardware environment utilized for the simulations featured a single GPU, 

specifically the NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060Ti. This high-performance GPU 

accelerated the computations involved in the simulations, thereby improving the 

efficiency of the experiments. The workstation running the simulations operated on 

Windows 11, a modern and robust operating system, which provided a stable and 

reliable platform for conducting the simulations. CUDA 11.3, a parallel computing 

platform and programming model, was utilized to leverage the GPU capabilities and 

enhance the simulation performance. 

Within the simulated scenarios, the focus was specifically on evaluating the 

SDQTRF model's performance when the key relay process failed. This particular 

scenario allowed researchers to investigate the model's robustness and effectiveness 

in the face of potential failures or vulnerabilities. It also shed light on the model's 

ability to maintain the security of quantum keys transmitted over the SDN-based 

QKD network, assuming the SDN infrastructure itself operated normally. 

To introduce realistic network conditions and evaluate the model's 

performance in different scenarios, random errors were generated within the nodes 

during the simulations. The Random Number Generator (RNG) function was 

employed to produce these errors, simulating various types of noise or disturbances 

that can affect the transmission and reception of quantum keys. 

To ensure statistical significance and obtain reliable performance metrics, the 

simulations were run a total of over 1000 times for each network topology. The 

reported results represent the average performance across these repeated 
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simulations, allowing researchers to analyze the model's behavior under different 

conditions and variations in network states. 

During the simulations, the widely recognized SARG04 protocol was 

implemented for generating QKD keys between each pair of nodes. These QKD keys 

served as the foundation for the subsequent relay operations and were utilized 

throughout the simulation scenarios. It is important to note that different key lengths 

were employed in the simulations to explore the impact of key length on the 

performance of the SDQTRF model. This analysis provided valuable insights into 

the relationship between key length, the model's performance, and the overall 

security of the QKD transmission with relay functionality. 

 As discussed in Chapter 4, the SDQTRF model does not interfere with the 

normal operation of SDN over the QKD network. It comes into play when the CTR 

nodes fail to relay the quantum secret keys. However, to determine the selected paths 

for the experiment, utilised a graph analysis method called NetworkX, which is a 

Python library designed for creating, manipulating, and studying complex network 

structures. It offers various tools for working with graph data structures and 

conducting graph algorithms and analyses. By leveraging NetworkX, identifying the 

shortest paths that best suited our objectives within the NSFNET and USNET 

network topologies was accomplished. For the NSFNET network topology, the 

selected paths were [1, 8, 11, 14] and [2, 4, 10, 12]. Similarly, for the USNET 

network topology, the selected paths were [1, 6, 9, 12, 16, 22, 23] and [4, 8, 10, 14, 

18, 24]. These paths were chosen based on their properties and suitability for 

experimentation. 
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5.2.1 Simulation Performance of SDQTRF Model 

The simulation performance of the SDQTRF model is presented in detail in 

Table 5-1. This table provides a comprehensive analysis and evaluation of the 

model's performance across various simulation scenarios and metrics.  

Table 5-1 Average simulation result for the mechanism of the SDQTRF model in 

the NSFNET and USNET topologies over the whole simulation run 

 

The primary aim of the SDQTRF model was to mitigate the adverse effects 

of CTR failure on the QKD network. Subsequently, an assessment and comparison 

of key metrics, namely key generation ratios, recovery post-failure, avalanche effect 

total failure, and service blocking rate, were conducted. This evaluation involved 

analyzing the performance of the QKD network both with and without the 

implementation of the SDQTRF model. 

A- Key-Generation Ratio: 

In the field of quantum cryptography, especially in QKD networks, the Key 

Generation Ratio (KGR) is a measure of the efficiency of a QKD system. It 

represents the ratio of the number of secure key bits generated to the number of 

transmitted bits over the quantum channel. In practice, the KGR can be influenced 

Simulation 

Run times 

till two 

successive 

failure 

occurs 

Number of 

Successes Sending 

Number of 

Failure 

Topology Type Average Time Key Length 

336 275 59 USNET 2.17 * 10-5 µs 128 

306 296 8 NSFNET 8.4 * 10-6 µs 128 

496 398 96 USNET 7.4 * 10-5 µs 192 

400 371 27 NSFNET 6.3 * 10-5 µs 192 

695 560 133 USNET 5.4 * 10-4 µs 256 

238 217 19 NSFNET 2.6 * 10-4 µs 256 
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by factors like noise, attenuation, and transmission errors, including those arising 

from CTR failure countermeasures. CTR failure can occur when an eavesdropper 

gains access to the classical channel between trusted nodes, posing a security risk to 

key generation. To assess CTR failure's impact on KGR, simulations introduce one 

failure per iteration, enabling controlled analysis of its effect on secure key 

generation. The KGR was evaluated in various scenarios, each with a different CTR 

failure situation, as represented by Equations (5.1) and (5.2), offering insights into 

how CTR failure affects system performance. 

without SDQTRF model = 𝑛𝑖 × 𝑘𝑙                                    (5.1) 

with SDQTRF model =  ∑ 𝑄𝑖 × 𝑘𝑙                                 (5.2)

𝑛𝑖

𝑖=sn

 

Where 𝑛𝑖, 𝑘𝑙, and 𝑄𝑖 denote the index of the failed node in the topology, the 

key length, and the Q value, respectively. Without the SDQTRF model, when a CTR 

failure occurs, key generation proceeds from the source node to the node 

encountering the issue (the failed node). The extent of this process is contingent on 

the 𝑘𝑙. Conversely, when employing the SDQTRF model, the initial step involves 

receiving keys based on the Q-value. This implies that only a portion of the key is 

required, rather than the entirety. This model refines the key generation process in 

scenarios involving failures, optimizing resource utilization. 
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                     Fig. 5-3   KGR in NSFNET 
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Fig. 5-4  KGR in USNET 
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To analyze the impact of CTR failure on the KGR, a comprehensive 

evaluation was conducted, depicted in Fig. 5-3 and Fig. 5-4. Conducted a total of 

100 simulations, divided into four samples of 25 each. Each bar in the figures 

represents a unique scenario in which a single failure was observed. It is important 

to note that these scenarios are independent of each other, allowing us to examine 

the individual effects of CTR failure in isolation. 

By closely examining Fig. 5-3 and Fig. 5-4, it becomes evident that the system 

operating without the use of SDQTRF model generates secret keys more frequently 

during the simulation compared to the system utilizing SDQTRF. This observation 

suggests that the presence of SDQTRF influences the overall efficiency of key 

generation in the system. 

In the context of the NSFNET scenario, the implementation of the SDQTRF 

demonstrates a remarkable reduction in the negative impact of CTR failure 

compared to the system operating without SDQTRF. The recorded reduction 

percentages in four respective samples are 14.616%, 20.616%, 19.728%, and 

18.496%. In contrast, the system without SDQTRF experiences significantly higher 

negative impacts, with failure rates of 43.2%, 59.2%, 56%, and 54.4% in the same 

samples. Upon analyzing these results, it becomes evident that the SDQTRF system 

provides a substantial advantage, reducing the negative impact by approximately 

three times when compared to the system operating without SDQTRF. The average 

improvement achieved with the SDQTRF system in the NSFNET scenario is 

approximately 34.836%. 

Similarly, in the USNET scenario, the SDQTRF system effectively reduces 

the negative effects of CTR failure in four samples, resulting in decreased failure 

rates of 31.192%, 29.352%, 29.456%, and 27.928% respectively. Comparatively, 
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the corresponding samples without the SDQTRF system only see reductions of 

59.2%, 58.4%, 57.6%, and 55.2%. This highlights that the system without the 

SDQTRF system had failure rates approximately twice as high as the system 

utilizing SDQTRF. The average improvement achieved with the SDQTRF system 

in the USNET scenario is approximately 28.118%. 

Considering both scenarios collectively, the overall average improvement 

achieved with the SDQTRF system is approximately 31.477%. This indicates that 

the SDQTRF system consistently provides a substantial advantage in reducing the 

negative impact of CTR failure in various network scenarios, demonstrating its 

efficacy in mitigating critical transmission resource failures. These findings 

underline the importance and potential benefits of incorporating SDQTRF into 

network systems to enhance their reliability and stability, thereby leading to 

improved performance and reduced downtime. 

B- Key Utilization Rate: 

The Key Utilization Rate (KUR) serves as a vital role for evaluating the 

efficiency and effectiveness of a QKD network, particularly in situations where the 

CTR experiences failure. This rate offers valuable insights into the utilization of the 

cryptographic key within the network. By measuring the extent to which the key has 

been used out of the total key amount, the KUR provides a quantitative measure of 

the network's performance. 

The KUR calculation involves comparing the amount of key material that has 

been utilized to the total quantity of key material generated or distributed within the 

QKD network. It essentially quantifies the extent to which the key material has been 

employed for secure communication purposes. This measurement is expressed as a 

ratio or percentage, representing the proportion of the key that has been utilized 

relative to the total key amount available. 
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A high KUR indicates that a significant portion of the key material has been 

effectively used, implying that the QKD network is successfully generating and 

employing secure cryptographic keys for communication. On the other hand, a low 

KUR suggests underutilization of the generated key material, which may indicate 

potential inefficiencies or limitations within the QKD network. 

By monitoring the KUR, network administrators and security experts can gain 

valuable insights into the performance and reliability of the QKD network, even in 

the event of CTR failures. This information allows them to assess the network's 

overall operational effectiveness, identify areas for improvement, and implement 

necessary measures to enhance key utilization and network efficiency. Ultimately, 

striving for a high KUR contributes to the establishment of a robust and secure 

communication infrastructure based on quantum cryptographic principles. The KUR 

has been computed based on the equation sourced from Li et al. (2020). 

Fig. 5-5   KUR in NSFNET 
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Fig. 5-6   KUR in USNET 

The KUR trend remained unchanged at 100% in all simulation runs when 

there were no failures, as shown in Fig. 5-5 and Fig. 5-6. This indicates that the 

network resources were fully utilized without any disruptions. The consistent 100% 

KUR suggests a robust and efficient network performance under normal operating 

conditions. 

In the context of the network scenarios, both NSFNET and USNET topologies 

experienced varying levels of performance in terms of KUR without the SDQTRF. 

The average KUR for the NSFNET topology was approximately 69%, slightly 

higher than the USNET topology, which had an average KUR of around 64%. These 

results indicate that the NSFNET topology, without the benefit of SDQTRF, faced a 

slightly higher average KUR, potentially suggesting a greater vulnerability to 

resource disruptions compared to USNET. 

However, the implementation of SDQTRF in both the NSFNET and USNET 

topologies led to noticeable improvements in the average KUR performance. With 
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SDQTRF, the average KUR in the NSFNET topology reached approximately 91%, 

showcasing a substantial enhancement over the baseline performance. Similarly, the 

USNET topology with SDQTRF achieved an average KUR of around 89%, 

indicating significant improvement as well. These results demonstrate the pivotal 

role played by SDQTRF in enhancing KUR performance in both topologies. 

The recorded average improvements with SDQTRF were approximately 22% 

for the NSFNET topology and 25% for the USNET topology, showcasing the 

positive impact of SDQTRF on both networks. This feature not only ensures a high 

level of resource utilization but also bolsters network stability by swiftly recovering 

from faults and disruptions. The findings underscore the importance of incorporating 

SDQTRF into network systems to boost their reliability and efficiency, leading to 

overall better performance and reduced downtime. 

Considering both scenarios collectively, the overall average improvement in 

KUR achieved with the SDQTRF system is approximately 23.5%. This indicates 

that, on average, the SDQTRF system contributes to a 23.5% improvement in KUR 

performance across the NSFNET and USNET topologies. These consistent positive 

impacts validate the significance of SDQTRF in enhancing the stability and resource 

management of network systems, ultimately leading to more reliable and efficient 

network operations. As a result, SDQTRF emerges as a valuable tool for network 

administrators seeking to enhance network performance and mitigate the negative 

effects of CTR failures in their respective topologies. 

C- Recovery After Failure: 

Network Recovery After Failure (RAF) is an essential aspect that assesses the 

performance and resilience of QKD network in the face of CTR failures. It 

encompasses various key factors, such as the QKD network's behaviour and 

capabilities during CTR failure event, its ability to mitigate the impact of the failure, 
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and the efficiency with which it resumes normal operations once the failure has been 

resolved. 

During a failure, the network's action at the moment of occurrence is of utmost 

importance. This refers to how the network responds, adapts, and recovers from the 

failure. It involves activities such as rerouting traffic, activating backup systems or 

redundant components, and implementing alternative communication paths to 

ensure continuity and minimize service disruptions. 

 Additionally, the time taken by the network to recover and resume sending 

data after a failure is an essential metric in assessing RAF. This recovery time 

encompasses the period from the identification and resolution of the failure to the 

network's ability to resume its normal functioning. A prompt and efficient recovery 

time indicates the network's resilience and its ability to swiftly recover from 

unforeseen events, reducing the impact on users or services. 

 Efficient RAF not only focuses on the recovery process but also considers the 

network's performance during the recovery phase. It evaluates how well the network 

handles the transition from the failure state to normal operation. This includes 

ensuring that data packets are delivered without loss, maintaining quality of service, 

and preventing congestion or bottlenecks during the recovery process. 

 By evaluating RAF, network administrators and operators can gain insights 

into the network's reliability and its ability to provide uninterrupted services in the 

face of failures.  
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Fig. 5-7  Time elapsed of RAF in NSFNET 

Fig. 5-8 Time elapsed of RAF in USNET 
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The significant time difference between the RAF process with and without 

SDQTRF highlights the effectiveness of SDQTRF in improving network recovery 

and data transmission. The utilization of SDQTRF enables a more efficient and rapid 

resumption of operations after a disruption or failure within the network. In Fig. 5-7 

and Fig. 5-8, it is evident that the RAF process without SDQTRF experiences 

considerably longer delays. This delay can be attributed to the additional time 

required for the system to recover and resume data transmission without the aid of 

SDQTRF. On the other hand, when SDQTRF is employed, the network 

demonstrates enhanced resilience, swiftly recovering from disruptions and promptly 

resuming its data sending operations. 

In the context of both the NSFNET and USNET scenarios, the average RAF 

time without the implementation of SDQTRF  is recorded as approximately1× 10-4 

µs in the NSFNET and just above 1 × 10-4 µs in the USNET. These figures indicate 

that a considerable time overhead is incurred in the absence of SDQTRF, potentially 

leading to slower network recovery after failures. 

However, with the integration of SDQTRF, there is a noticeable improvement 

in the average RAF times in both scenarios. In the NSFNET topology, the average 

RAF time with SDQTRF is approximately 1.5 × 10-6 µs, showcasing a remarkable 

enhancement compared to the systems without SDQTRF. Similarly, in the USNET 

topology, the average RAF time with SDQTRF is around 2.5 × 10-6 µs, further 

highlighting the efficiency of SDQTRF in accelerating network recovery. 

The recorded average improvements with SDQTRF were approximately 9.85 

× 10-5 µs for the NSFNET and 9.75 × 10-5 µs for the USNET. These results 

demonstrate the pivotal role played by SDQTRF in significantly reducing the 

average RAF time in both network scenarios. The average RAF times with SDQTRF 
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are remarkably lower compared to those without it, indicating that SDQTRF 

efficiently accelerates network recovery after failures. The findings underscore the 

importance of incorporating SDQTRF into network systems to reduce time overhead 

and enhance network resilience, ultimately leading to improved network 

performance and reliability. 

Considering both scenarios collectively, the overall average improvement in 

RAF time achieved with the SDQTRF system is approximately 9.8 × 10-5 µs. This 

indicates that, on average, the SDQTRF system contributes to a significant reduction 

in network recovery time across the NSFNET and USNET topologies. The reduced 

RAF time emphasizes the effectiveness of SDQTRF in swiftly recovering from 

network failures and disruptions, underscoring its importance in enhancing the 

stability and resource management of network systems. As a result, SDQTRF 

emerges as a valuable tool for network administrators seeking to improve network 

performance and mitigate the negative effects of CTR failures in their respective 

topologies. 

D- Avalanche-Effect-Total-Failure: 

The Avalanche Effect Total Failure (AETF) is a fundamental requirement for all 

cryptographic algorithms. It plays a fundamental role in ensuring the security and 

strength of these algorithms. The term "avalanche" metaphorically captures the idea 

that even a slight change in the input, such as a single bit alteration in the secret key, 

can lead to a cascade of significant changes throughout the entire encryption process. 

This property makes cryptographic systems more resistant to attacks and enhances 

their ability to conceal sensitive information. 

In this dissertation, the focus was on exploring the impact of the avalanche 

effect by employing the AETF. Specifically, the aim was to compare the avalanche 

quantity of the secret key under two scenarios: with and without the SDQTRF 
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model, particularly in the event of a CTR failure. By analysing the extent of the 

avalanche effect, insights were sought into the effectiveness of the SDQTRF model 

in mitigating and managing the avalanche phenomenon. 

Interestingly, rather than directly resolving the avalanche effect, the choice 

was made to utilize the SDQTRF model. The SDQTRF model was implemented to 

minimize the adverse effects of avalanches on the secret key after failures occur. 

This approach offered an alternative strategy to dealing with the avalanche effect, 

aiming to maintain the integrity of the key while reducing the risk of key destruction. 

Without incorporating the SDQTRF model, the occurrence of a failure, such as a 

CTR failure, would result in the destruction of the key, rendering it unusable. 

Consequently, a new key would need to be generated, leading to a high avalanche 

effect. The destruction and regeneration of the key pose significant security 

concerns, as it increases the potential for unauthorized access and compromises the 

confidentiality and integrity of the encrypted data. 

By introducing the SDQTRF model, the aim was to address these concerns 

and maintain the stability of the encryption system. The SDQTRF model provides 

a mechanism to recover and restore the key's integrity after a failure, minimizing 

the need for complete key regeneration. This proactive approach not only reduces 

the impact of avalanches on the key but also improves the overall efficiency and 

performance of the cryptographic algorithm. 

Through research, the role of the SDQTRF and SDQTRF models in managing 

the avalanche effect during failures, such as CTR failures, has been explored. By 

employing these models, the goal is to strike a balance between ensuring the 

robustness of the encryption system and minimizing the disruptions caused by the 

avalanche effect. The findings contribute to the advancement of cryptographic 
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techniques and offer potential solutions to enhance the security and resilience of 

encrypted data transmission and storage. The AETF has been computed based on the 

equation sourced from (Raghunandan et al., 2020). 

Fig. 5-9  AETF in NSFNET 
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Fig. 5-10  AETF in USNET 

In both the NSFNET and USNET topologies, the incorporation of the 

SDQTRF model plays a crucial role in mitigating the negative effects of avalanches 

on network key resources. As the simulation progressed, it was observed that the 

proportion of the key affected by avalanches gradually increased, eventually 

reaching nearly 100% in scenarios where SDQTRF was not utilized. This indicates 

that without the SDQTRF model, the network experienced cascading failures, 

causing a significant impact on key resources. 

 

In both NSFNET and USNET topologies, when examining the incorporation 

of the SDQTRF model, as depicted in Fig. 5-9 and Fig. 5-10, the initial simulation 

results indicated that about 0% of the key experienced avalanches in both (with and 

without SDQTRF) . However, as the simulation progressed, the proportion of the 

key affected by avalanches gradually increased, eventually reaching nearly 100% 

without utilizing the SDQTRF model. On the other hand, when the SDQTRF model 
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was employed, the percentage steadily rose from 55% in NSFNET to 60% in 

USNET. 

The recorded average improvements in the proportion of the key affected by 

avalanches were approximately 45% for the NSFNET and 40% for the USNET. 

These results demonstrate that the SDQTRF model significantly reduces the 

proportion of the key affected by avalanches in both scenarios. The average 

improvements emphasize the effectiveness of SDQTRF in enhancing network 

stability and resilience, leading to improved network performance and reduced 

vulnerability to cascading failures. 

 

Considering both scenarios collectively, the overall average improvement 

achieved with the SDQTRF model is approximately 42.5%. This indicates that, on 

average, the SDQTRF model contributes to a significant reduction in the proportion 

of the key affected by avalanches across the NSFNET and USNET topologies. The 

reduced impact of avalanches underscores the importance of incorporating SDQTRF 

as a valuable tool for network administrators seeking to enhance network reliability 

and mitigate the negative effects of avalanches in their respective topologies. The 

findings highlight the positive impact of SDQTRF in ensuring network stability and 

improving overall network performance, making it an essential component in 

enhancing the resilience of modern network systems. 

 

E- Service-Blocking Rate: 

For evaluating the performance of the QKD service, the employed 

performance criterion is called the success probability of QKD service requests. This 

criterion serves as a measure of efficiency by calculating the ratio of the total 

accepted QKD service requests to the overall incoming QKD service requests. By 
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analyzing this ratio, insights are gained into the effectiveness of the QKD system in 

successfully accommodating the service demands. 

In addition to the success probability, another significant metric that 

contributes to the evaluation is the blocking probability. The success probability can 

be determined by the blocking probability because the sum of the success and 

blocking probabilities is equal to one (Parkinson, 2002). The blocking probability 

represents the proportion of QKD service requests that are denied or blocked due to 

specific reasons. In our case, there are two primary reasons for blocking: failure in 

secret key rate assignment or failure in secret key rate reassignment. These failures 

can be identified during the creation or modification of QKD services, allowing us 

to pinpoint areas where improvements are necessary. 

To simulate the performance of the QKD service, a loss system known as the 

Engest system (Parkinson, 2002) was utilized. It is important to note that this loss 

system typically operates without queuing, meaning that incoming requests are 

either accepted or blocked immediately based on the availability of resources and 

the system's capacity. By examining the arrival and departure rates of QKD service 

requests within this loss system, one can determine the traffic load. The traffic load 

is calculated by dividing the arrival rate of QKD service requests by the departure 

rate, providing us with a valuable indicator of the workload and resource utilization 

within the QKD system. 
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Fig. 5-11   The Service-Blocking Rate (SBR) in NSFNET 

 

Fig. 5-12  The Service-Blocking Rate (SBR) in USNET 

Upon  examining the graphical representations provided in Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 

5-12, a notable distinction emerges when considering the influence of SDQTRF on 

the SBR. The SBR, which indicates the proportion of service requests that are unable 
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to be accommodated by the system, exhibits significant variations based on the 

utilization of SDQTRF. 

In the context of a single failure, the SBR remains relatively low regardless of 

the presence of SDQTRF. This suggests that the system possesses the capability to 

swiftly rectify issues that arise after an isolated failure event. However, as multiple 

failures occur consecutively, the SBR gradually increases, implying that the system's 

ability to handle service requests diminishes. This can be attributed to the cumulative 

effect of failures, which strain the system's resources and impede its capacity to 

effectively address subsequent requests. Consequently, the likelihood of service 

requests being blocked rises, resulting in a higher SBR. 

Analyzing Fig. 5-11 and Fig. 5-12, it is evident that the systems operating 

without the SDQTRF model exhibit a distinct trend in their SBR values. These 

systems commence with an initial SBR slightly above 0.1, indicating a relatively 

small proportion of blocked service requests. However, as failures accumulate, the 

SBR steadily climbs and surpasses 0.5 towards the end of the observed period. This 

escalating trend underscores the system's decreasing efficacy in meeting service 

demands as failures persist. 

Conversely, the introduction of the SDQTRF model in the NSFNET topology 

yields a different outcome. During the first two failure events, the SBR remains 

unchanged, effectively staying at zero. This implies that the SDQTRF model 

successfully mitigates the impact of these initial failures, allowing the system to 

continue operating without any blocked service requests. However, as subsequent 

failures occur, the SBR gradually rises, reaching slightly above 0.2 by the final 

failure. This signifies a noteworthy improvement compared to the without SDQTRF 

systems, suggesting that the routing framework contributes to the system's resilience 
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and its ability to cope with failures, ultimately leading to reduced blocked service 

requests. 

Similarly, a comparison can be drawn with the USNET topology, where the 

SBR follows a distinct trajectory. With the implementation of SDQTRF, the SBR 

begins at zero and progressively climbs throughout the observed period, ultimately 

reaching approximately 0.26 by the end. This upward trend highlights the system's 

diminishing performance as failures accumulate, leading to a significant proportion 

of service requests being blocked. 

Considering both scenarios collectively, the average improvement achieved 

with the SDQTRF model is approximately 0.27. This indicates that, on average, the 

SDQTRF model contributes to a significant reduction in the Service Blocking Ratio 

across the NSFNET and USNET topologies. The reduced SBR underscores the 

effectiveness of SDQTRF in enhancing the resilience and performance of network 

systems, ultimately leading to improved service delivery and availability. These 

findings highlight the importance of incorporating SDQTRF as a valuable tool for 

network administrators seeking to enhance network reliability and mitigate the 

negative impact of service blocking in their respective topologies. The consistent 

positive impact of SDQTRF in reducing SBR further emphasizes its significance in 

improving the overall efficiency and quality of network services. As a result, 

SDQTRF emerges as a critical component in enhancing the overall resilience and 

responsiveness of network systems, making it an essential framework in modern 

network management. 

5.3 Q-learning Results 

As mention in the previous chapter, the utilization of the Q-learning method 

in the proposed model serves two crucial goals. Firstly, it aims to determine the 

optimal amount of recycling for the secret quantum keys by leveraging the Q-value 
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associated with the selected path. The Q-value represents the expected reward or 

utility of choosing a particular action (in this case, recycling a certain amount of 

quantum keys) in a given state (corresponding to a specific path). By compute the 

Q-value for each possible action-state pair, the Q-learning algorithm enables the 

model to make informed decisions regarding the amount of recycling required to 

maximize key utilization while ensuring security. Secondly, the Q-learning method 

is applied to discover alternative secure paths in the network. After identifying the 

unsecure nodes through an initial analysis, the model employs Q learning to search 

for alternative routes that avoid these vulnerable points. The Q-values associated 

with different paths are calculated based on their potential to provide a secure 

communication channel. By iteratively updating and refining these Q-values through 

the learning process, the proposed model becomes adept at identifying the most 

secure and reliable paths for QKD network. 

By integrating the Q-learning method into the proposed model, it becomes 

possible to address the key challenges of recycling quantum keys and identifying 

secure paths effectively. The extended explanation emphasizes the significance of 

the Q-learning approach in achieving the desired objectives of the research, setting 

the stage for the subsequent discussion of the process results. 

5.3.1 Q-Learning Results for Recycling Process 

The provided implementation represents a series of procedures aimed at 

improving the recycling method of quantum secret keys by obtaining Q-values using 

the Q-learning algorithm. Here is an explanation of how these procedures work: 

The procedures begin by initializing the necessary variables and libraries 

required for the task. Next, the initialization step involves creating and populating 

the R-matrix. This matrix captures the rewards associated with different state-action 
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pairs in the selected topology. The goal state and available paths are taken into 

account when assigning rewards. 

Following the R-matrix initialization, the procedures create an empty Q-

matrix, which will store the expected future rewards for each state-action pair. This 

Q-matrix plays a crucial role in guiding the recycling process. 

Several helper procedures are defined to facilitate the training and 

improvement process. These procedures assist in selecting the next action to take 

based on the available actions in a given state and updating the Q-matrix according 

to the observed rewards and future expected rewards.

The training phase starts by initializing the current state, followed by a loop 

that repeats a specified number of iterations based on the selected method. Within 

each iteration, a random current state is selected, and the available actions in that 

state are determined. An action is then chosen, and the Q-matrix is updated 

accordingly based on the current state and the selected action. 

Throughout the training process, the procedures keep track of the scores 

obtained after each iteration. These scores reflect the cumulative rewards obtained 

during the training and serve as an indication of the improvement in the recycling 

method. 

Once the training phase is completed, the procedures generate a plot 

displaying the scores obtained during the number of training iterations. This plot 

provides a visual representation of the progress made in enhancing the recycling 

method of quantum secret keys. 

Finally, the procedures employ the trained Q-matrix. Starting from an initial 

state, the procedures iteratively select the action associated with the highest Q-value 
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in each state. This process continues until the goal state is reached, and the sequence 

of states taken to reach the goal is recorded. 

Table 5-2 Q-table for NSFNET and USNET 
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([[0., 51.2, 40.96, 0., 0., 0., 0., 64., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[51.2, 0., 40.44125638, 64., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[51.2, 51.2, 0., 0., 0., 50.55157047, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 51.2, 0., 0., 51.2, 0., 0., 0., 0., 80., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 64., 0., 50.55157047, 51.2, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 40.96, 0., 51.2, 0., 0., 0., 63.18946309, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 51.2, 0., 0., 64., 64., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[51.2, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 51.2, 0., 0., 0., 80., 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 50.55157047, 51.2, 0., 0., 0., 80., 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 64., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 62.17629195, 0., 100.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 64., 63.18946309, 0., 0., 64., 0., 100.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 80., 80., 0., 80., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 64., 0., 100.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 80., 80., 0., 80., 98.73353608]]) 
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([[0., 50.72135271, 40.57708217, 0., 0., 0., 0., 63.40169089, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

 [50.72135271, 0., 40.57708217, 63.40169089, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

 [50.72135271, 50.72135271, 0., 0., 0., 50.72135271, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

 [0., 50.72135271, 0., 0., 50.72135271, 0., 0., 0., 0., 79.25211361, 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

 [0., 0., 0., 63.40169089, 0., 50.72135271, 50.72135271, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

 [0., 0., 40.57708217, 0., 50.72135271, 0., 0., 0., 63.40169089, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

 [0., 0., 0., 0., 49.37515721, 0., 0., 63.40169089, 63.40169089, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

 [50.72135271, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 50.72135271, 0., 0., 0., 79.25211361, 0., 0., 0.], 

 [0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 50.72135271, 50.72135271, 0., 0., 0., 79.25211361, 0., 0., 0.], 

 [0., 0., 0., 63.40169089, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 100., 0., 63.40169089], 

 [0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 63.40169089, 63.40169089, 0., 0., 99.06514202, 0., 63.40169089], 

 [0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 79.25211361, 79.25211361, 99.06514202, 79.25211361, 0.], 

 [0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 99. 06514202, 0., 63.40169089], 

 [0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 79.25211361, 79.25211361, 0., 79.25211361, 0.]] 
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[[  0., 25.85885287, 0., 0., 0., 32.56154236, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 

0., 0., 0.], 

[ 25.85885287, 0., 25.85885287,0.,0. 32.32356609, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 

0.,           0., 0.,0.,0.,0.], 

[0.,25.85885287, 0., 32.32356609, 26.04923389, 0., 32.32356609,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,            

0., 0.,0.,0., 0.,0.,0.,0.], 

[0., 0.,25.85885287,0.,25.85885287, 0.,0.,40.40445761,0.,0., 0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0., 0., 0., 0.           

0., 0., 0. ], 

[0., 0., 25.85885287, 32.32356609, 0., 0., 32.56154236, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 

0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,], 
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[25.85885287, 25.85885287, 0., 0., 0.,  0., 32.32356609, 0., 40.70192795,   0., 

40.70192795,   0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.,  0., 0., 0., 0.,  0.,  0., 0.] 

[0., 0., 25.85885287, 0., 26.04923389, 32.56154236,  0., 40.40445761,  40.70192795, 0., 

0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., ] 

[0.,0.,0.,32.32356609,0.,0.,32.56154236,0.,0.,50.50557202,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,

0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,32.56154236,32.32356609,0.,0.,50.50557202,40.70192795,50.87740994,0.,

0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,40.40445761,40.70192795,0.,0.,0.,63.13196502,50.87740994,0.,0.,0.,0.

,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,30.96726144,0.,0.,40.70192795,0.,0.,50.87740994,0.,0.,50.50557202,0.,0.,0.

,40.40445761,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,38.7090768,0.,38.7090768,0.,63.13196502,0.,0.,63.59676243,0.,0.,0.

,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,50.50557202,0.,50.87740994,0.,50.87740994,0.,0.,80.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.

,0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,50.50557202,0.,0.,63.13196502,0.,0.,0.,0.,63.59676243,0.,0.,0.,0.,

0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,40.70192795,0.,0.,0.,0.,63.13196502,0.,0.,0.,51.2,0.,0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,50.87740994,0.,0.,50.50557202,0.,79.49595304,0.,0.,0.,63.59

676243,79.49595304,0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,63.13196502,0.,0.,63.59676243,0.,63.59676243,0.,0.,0.,79.

49595304,100.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,50.87740994,0.,0.,79.49595304,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,79.49595

304] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,40.70192795,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,50.87740994,0.,0.,0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,50.50557202,0.,0.,0.,40.40445761,0.,64.,0.,0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,63.59676243,0.,0.,0.,50.87740994,0.,80.,0.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,63.59676243,79.49595304,0.,0.,0.,64.,0.,100.,0.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,80.,0.,0.,0.,0.,79.49595304,99.8347387,80.] 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,63.59676243,0.,0.,0.,0.,100.,0.] 
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[[0.,26.14761074,0.,0.,0.,32.68451342,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.], 

[26.14761074,0.,26.01716297,0.,0.,32.68451342,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,

0.,0.], 

[0.,25.26476339,0.,32.52145371,26.01716297,0.,32.52145371,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.

,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.], 

[0.,0.,26.01716297,0.,26.01716297,0.,0.,40.65181713,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,

0.,0.], 

[0.,0.,26.01716297,32.52145371,0.,0.,32.52145371,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,

0.,0.], 

[26.14761074,25.6318592,0.,0.,0.,0.,32.039824,0.,40.85564178,0.,32.68451342,0.,0.,0.,0.

,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.], 

[0.,0.,26.01716297,0.,26.01716297,32.68451342,0.,40.65181713,40.04978,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.

,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.], 

[0.,0.,0.,32.52145371,0.,0.,32.52145371,0.,0.,50.81477142,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,

0.,0.], 
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[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,32.68451342,32.52145371,0.,0.,51.06955223,32.68451342,40.85564178,0.,

0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.], 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,40.65181713,40.85564178,0.,0.,0.,50.81477142,63.83694028,0.,0.,0.,0.

,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.], 

[0.,0.,0.,0.,0.,32.68451342,0.,0.,40.85564178,0.,0.,40.04978,0.,0.,40.85564178,0.,0.,0.,32.

52145371,0.,0.,0.,0.,0.] 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 40.85564178, 0., 32.68451342, 0., 51.06955223, 0., 0., 

51.06955223, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 51.06955223, 0., 40.65181713, 0., 63.83694028, 0., 0., 

63.83694028, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 50.81477142, 0., 0., 51.06955223, 0., 0., 0., 0., 79.79617535, 

0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 32.68451342, 0., 0., 0., 0., 51.06955223, 0., 0., 0., 

40.65181713, 0., 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 40.65181713, 0., 0., 40.85564178, 0., 63.83694028, 0., 

0., 0., 50.81477142, 63.51846427, 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 51.06955223, 0., 0., 51.06955223, 0., 79.79617535, 

0., 0., 0., 63.51846427, 79.39808034, 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 63.83694028, 0., 0., 63.83694028, 0., 0., 0., 0., 

0., 0., 99.93317225], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 32.68451342, 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 40.65181713, 0., 

0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 40.85564178, 0., 0., 0., 32.52145371, 0., 

50.81477142, 0., 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 51.06955223, 0., 0., 0., 40.65181713, 0., 

63.51846427, 0., 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 51.06955223, 63.51846427, 0., 0., 0., 

50.81477142, 0., 79.39808034, 0.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 63.83694028, 0., 0., 0., 0., 

63.51846427, 0., 100.], 

[0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 79.39808034, 0., 0., 0., 0., 

79.9465378, 99.93317225] 

 

In Table 5-2, all the values are expressed in percentage format. To illustrate, 

let's examine the first route within the NSFNET network topology, where the 

selected nodes are [1, 8, 11, 14]. Referring to the Q-table, the initial one-dimensional 

array [0., 51.2, 40.96, 0., 0., 0., 0., 64., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0., 0.] represents the first node 

(source node) along with its connections. A value of zero indicates no connection. 

Following the Q-learning principle, the highest Q-value is selected, which in this 

case is 64, corresponding to node number 8. Therefore, if we consider the highest 
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Q-values along the path, we have: from node 1 to node 8, the value is 64%; from 

node 8 to node 11, the value is 80%; and from node 11 to node 14, the value is 100%. 

To provide further clarity, when moving from node 1 to node 8, the recycling rate is 

64% of the key length. To provide further clarity, it's important to note that the table 

indexes nodes from [0], while the figure of NSFNET network topology in Fig. 5-1 

starts indexing from [1]. 

The training and testing function in iteration process it was differ based on the 

selected topology. However, the following figures are going to explain the number 

of iterations. 

 

Fig. 5-13   Learning progression for the path [1, 8, 11, 14] of  NSFNET  
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Fig. 5-14   Learning progression for the path [2, 4, 10, 12] of  NSFNET  

 

Fig. 5-15   Learning progression for the path [1, 6, 9, 12, 16, 22, 23] of  USNET 
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Fig. 5-16   Learning progression for the path [4, 8, 10, 14, 18, 24] of  USNET  

Remark 1: In the previous figures, the term "score" (sometimes referred to as "steps") 

denotes the performance assessment after each iteration, ultimately providing an 

overall evaluation of the agent's proficiency. Essentially, it signifies the number of 

steps taken per episode. However, it's crucial to note that the score is contingent on 

the updating function and reward matrix, which influence the values it yields. In 

actuality, the score doesn't wield significant influence over the agent's learning 

process; its primary purpose is to gauge how many steps or points the agent achieves 

in each iteration and to facilitate result visualization. It's worth mentioning that the 

term 'iterations' may also pertain to the number of episodes, so understanding the 

context is imperative. Throughout the training regimen, the procedures meticulously 

record the scores accrued after every iteration, offering insight into the cumulative 

rewards attained during training and serving as an indicator of the enhancement in 

the recycling method. Consequently, it can be regarded as a form of cumulative 

rewards, as it encapsulates various factors related to the update function. 
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5.3.2 Q-Learning Results for Alternative Secure Path 

The search for an alternative secure path relies on Q-learning methods, which 

share similarities with the procedures described earlier. However, there are key 

differences that distinguish this approach. The following steps outline the 

implementation of the Q-learning algorithm to discover the alternative secure path 

in a graph containing secure and unsecure nodes. The graph is represented by an 

adjacency matrix, where each row and column corresponds to a node. 

Firstly, a Q-matrix is initialized to store the Q-values for each state-action 

pair. Additionally, two environmental matrices, enviro_Securenode and 

enviro_Unsecurenode, are established to track the occurrences of secure and 

unsecure nodes during the learning process.

To determine the feasible actions in a given state, the available actions 

function is employed. It identifies the indices in the rewards matrix where the value 

is non-negative, indicating a potential action from the current state. 

The sample next action function randomly selects the next action from the 

available actions. This randomization encourages exploration of different paths 

during action selection. 

The collect environmental_data function aids in gathering information about 

the environment when an action is taken. If the action corresponds to a secure node, 

it is recorded as 'Secure.' Conversely, if it corresponds to an unsecure node, it is 

recorded as 'Unsecure.' This information helps in analyzing the encountered 

environments during the learning process. 

The update function serves as the core of the Q-learning algorithm. It updates 

the Q-matrix based on the current state, the action taken, and the maximum Q-value 

of the next state. The update equation incorporates the reward received from the 
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action and discounted future rewards. Additionally, the function updates the 

environmental matrices based on the environment of the action. The Q-matrix is 

iteratively updated to enhance the learned values. 

Subsequently, the code proceeds to train the Q-learning algorithm for a 

specified number of episodes. In each episode, a random initial state is chosen, and 

the next action is sampled using the sample next action function. The update function 

is called to update the Q-matrix and environmental matrices based on the selected 

action. The score, representing the sum of the normalized Q-matrix, is recorded to 

monitor the learning progress. 

 Upon completion of training, the code visualizes the scores over the episodes 

to observe the learning curve. It then utilizes the trained Q-matrix to identify the 

most alternative secure path. Starting from an initial state, the code iteratively selects 

the action with the maximum Q-value until it reaches the goal state. The sequence 

of actions taken represents the identified most alternative secure path. 

Finally, the algorithm's performance is evaluated after training. It randomly 

selects an initial state, chooses the next action using the sample next action function, 

updates the Q-matrix and environmental matrices, and records the score. The scores 

are plotted to provide insight into the algorithm's performance during evaluation. 

By leveraging the Q-learning algorithm, the code enables efficient navigation 

within the graph and the identification of the most alternative secure path based on 

rewards and environmental information. The learned Q-values offer valuable 

guidance for finding secure routes in a network.  
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5.3.2.1 Alternative NSFNET Topology Route Results 

The simulation analyzed the NSFNET Topology to check the security of 

different nodes. After examining the first path [1, 8, 11, 14] and the second path [2, 

4, 10, 12], it was found that nodes (8, 11) and (4, 10) were unsecure. 

Fig. 5-17 and Fig. 5-18 emphasize the presence of unsecure nodes along the 

selected paths. Furthermore, these unsecure nodes have been identified as the 

vulnerable points along the route. 

Fig. 5-17   Unsecure nodes of the first path in NSFNET

Fig. 5-18   Unsecure nodes of the second path NSFNET

Taking into account the information provided earlier, the system has reached 

a point where it needs to find alternative path that ensures security and avoids 

unsecure nodes.  

To achieve this objective, the system initiates a series of simulations 

represented by iteration numbers. These iterations involve testing various possible 

paths and evaluating their suitability in terms of security and efficiency. The system 

iteratively explores different combinations of nodes, assessing their potential to 

provide a secure connection. 
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After multiple iterations, as shown in Fig. 5-19 and Fig. 5-20, the system 

successfully discovers a path that satisfies the security requirements. These paths, 

labeled as [1, 2, 4, 10, 14] and [2, 1, 8, 11, 12], which is represents a sequence of 

nodes that the system can traverse to establish a secure communication channel. By 

carefully avoiding nodes (8, 11) and (4, 10), the system has been able to bypass 

potential vulnerabilities and ensure the safety of the data transmitted along the 

alternative paths. 

Remark1: Note that these two selected paths are in different situations with 

different source and destination nodes. Each path has been tested separately. When 

the simulation eliminated the (8, 11) nodes from the first path and then found the 

alternative secure path [1, 2, 4, 10, 14], this round of the simulation does not have 

any relation with the second round for the second different situation to find the 

alternative second path. In more precise terms, if checking the second alternative 

path, the (8, 11) nodes exist in the path. 

 

Fig. 5-19   Training progression of alternative secure path [1, 2, 4, 10, 14]
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Fig. 5-20   Training progression of alternative Secure Path [2, 1, 8, 11, 12] 

5.3.2.2 Alternative USNET Topology Route Results 

The security of various nodes in the USNET Topology was assessed through 

a simulation. By analyzing the first path [1, 6, 9, 12, 16, 22, 23] and the second path 

[4, 8, 10, 14, 18, 24], it was discovered that nodes (9, 12) and (14,18) were 

determined to be insecure. Fig. 5- 21 and Fig.5-22 highlight the existence of these 

unsecure nodes along the specified routes, and it has been identified that these nodes 

serve as vulnerable points along the route. 

Fig. 5-21    Unsecure nodes of the first path in USNET 
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Fig. 5-22   Unsecure nodes of the second path in USNET 

Based on the information provided earlier, the system has reached a stage 

where it must seek an alternative route that guarantees security while avoiding 

insecure nodes. 

To accomplish this goal, the system initiates a series of simulations denoted 

by iteration numbers. These iterations involve the testing of different potential paths, 

evaluating their suitability in terms of both security and efficiency. The system 

systematically explores various combinations of nodes, assessing their capacity to 

establish a secure connection. 

Following multiple iterations, as illustrated in Fig. 5- 23 and Fig.5-24, the 

system successfully identifies a path that meets the security requirements. These 

paths, labeled as [1, 6, 11, 15, 16, 22, 23] and [4, 8, 10, 13, 17, 23, 24], represent 

sequences of nodes that the system can traverse to establish a secure communication 

channel. By carefully avoiding nodes (9, 12) and (14, 18), the system has managed 

to circumvent potential vulnerabilities and ensure the safety of the transmitted data 

along these alternative routes. 
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Fig. 5-23  Training progression of alternative secure path [1, 6, 11, 15, 16, 22, 23] 

 

Fig. 5-24  Training progression of alternative secure path  [4, 8, 10, 13, 17, 23, 24] 
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5.4 Results of SARAG04 Protocol 

The quantum key generation in this dissertation is based on the SARAG04 

protocol, which is implemented on specific paths (alternative routes) within the 

mentioned network topologies.  

The following Fig. 5-25.A, B, C and D and Fig.5-26.A,B,C and D offer 

illustrative examples of the SARAG04 generation pertaining to the secret keys 

associated with the first and second alternative paths of the NSFNET network 

topology [1, 2, 4, 10, 14] and [2, 1, 8, 11, 12], respectively. These figures serve to 

showcase the specific values and patterns that arise during the SARAG04 generation 

process for the secret keys along this particular path. By examining these examples, 

one can gain insights into the underlying mechanisms and characteristics of the 

SARAG04 algorithm as it operates on the secret keys within the context of the 

NSFNET network topology. These figures contribute to a comprehensive 

understanding of the SARAG04 generation and its impact on the security and 

functionality of the network. 
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Fig. 5-25.A  NSFNET node1 to node2 

     Fig. 5-25.B  NSFNET node2 to node4 
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Fig. 5-25.C  NSFNET node 4 to node 10 

Fig. 5-25.D  NSFNET node 10 to node 14
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Fig. 5-26.A   NSFNET node 2 to node 1 

Fig. 5-26.B   NSFNET node 1 to node 8
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Fig. 5-26.C   NSFNET node 8 to node 11 

Fig. 5-26.D   NSFNET node 11 to node 12
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The following Fig. 5-27.A, B, C, D, E and F and Fig.5-28.A, B, C, D, E and 

F  offer illustrative examples of the SARAG04 generation pertaining to the secret 

keys associated with the first and second alternative paths of the USNET network 

topology [1, 6, 11, 15, 16, 22, 23]  and  [4, 8, 10, 13, 17, 23, 24] respectively. These 

figures serve to showcase the specific values and patterns that arise during the 

SARAG04 generation process for the secret keys along this particular path. By 

examining these examples, one can gain insights into the underlying mechanisms 

and characteristics of the SARAG04 algorithm as it operates on the secret keys 

within the context of the USNET network topology. These figures contribute to a 

comprehensive understanding of the SARAG04 generation and its impact on the 

security and functionality of the network. 

Fig. 5-27.A   USNET node 1 to node 6 
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Fig. 5-27.B   USNET node 6 to node 11 

Fig. 5-27.C   USNET node 11 to node 15 
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Fig. 5-27.D  USNET node 15 to node 16 

Fig. 5-27.E   USNET node 16 to node 22 
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Fig. 5-27.F   USNET node 22 to node 23 

Fig. 5-28.A   USNET node 4 to node 8 
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Fig. 5-28.B   USNET node 8 to node 10 

Fig. 5-28.C   USNET node 10 to node 13 
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Fig. 5-28.D   USNET node 13 to node 17 

Fig. 5-28.E   USNET node 17 to node 23 
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Fig. 5-28.F   USNET node 23 to node 24 
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CHAPTER SIX: CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORKS 

6.1 Conclusion 

In this chapter, the research objectives were effectively realized. The primary 

objective, which was to address the challenges associated with the reliability and 

security of CTR technology within QKD networks, was successfully accomplished. 

A comprehensive analysis of the limitations inherent to CTR nodes revealed 

significant hurdles in ensuring the consistent reliability of the CTR technique for 

remote QKD applications. 

To address these concerns, the SDQTRF model was introduced as a robust 

survivability solution. Central to this model is the integration of a novel relay 

mechanism, housing a "Contingency Function" within the SDN controller. This 

innovative feature substantially enhances key management, especially in scenarios 

where the relay key transmission experiences setbacks, guaranteeing uninterrupted 

secure communication even in the face of CTR failures. 

Employing Q-learning, a reinforcement learning technique, the SDQTRF 

model dynamically adjusts key recycling processes within the QKD network. 

Through continual optimization based on feedback and experience, this model 

bolsters the security and reliability of the recycling mechanism. 

Additionally, a pioneering concept was introduced, leveraging the Q-learning 

method to identify new secure paths within the QKD network. This innovation 

significantly enhances the network's overall survivability, enabling seamless 

rerouting in the wake of node or link failures, thereby ensuring the continuous 

delivery of secure communication. 

According to the simulation results, the implementation of the SDQTRF 

model led to significant improvements across various terms. Specifically, there was 
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a substantial enhancement of approximately 31.477% in the key generation ratio. 

Moreover, the key utilization rate also showed remarkable improvement, reaching 

approximately 23.5%. Additionally, the recovery after failure demonstrated an 

impressive rate of approximately 9.8 × 10-5. Furthermore, the implementation of the 

SDQTRF model resulted in a considerable reduction in the avalanche effect, with a 

reduction of about 42.5%, and a lower service-blocking rate of around 0.27. 

These findings provide valuable insights into the substantial improvements 

achieved in terms of the reliability and security of QKD networks through the 

implementation of the SDQTRF model. 

6.2 Future Directions and Recommendations 

Exploring the future of QKD networks and the integration of SDN and RL 

technologies entails several key areas that warrant further exploration and 

enhancement: 

1. Enhancing CTR Technology Reliability: The effectiveness of CTR 

technology in extending the coverage range of QKD systems is critical. 

However, it is imperative to address potential failure points. Future research 

should focus on identifying, mitigating, and rectifying the underlying causes 

of CTR technology failures. This may involve robust fault-tolerant 

mechanisms or alternative techniques to ensure uninterrupted secure key 

distribution. 

2. Deepening Q-Learning Integration: While Q-learning has shown promise in 

network routing, resource limitations associated with the Q-table present 

challenges. Investigating the application of deep Q-learning, harnessing the 

computational power of neural networks, can lead to more precise and efficient 

results. This advancement may significantly enhance the capabilities of models 
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like SDQTRF, providing a more adaptive and dynamic approach to key 

distribution. 

3. Scalability for Larger QKD Networks: As quantum networks expand, 

scalability becomes a paramount concern. Future research should focus on 

optimizing the proposed SDQTRF model to accommodate larger QKD 

networks. This may involve novel approaches to relay mechanisms, dynamic 

key recycling, and adaptive routing strategies to ensure seamless and secure 

communication over extensive distances. 

4. Adapting to Varying Network Conditions: Real-world network conditions 

are dynamic and can vary significantly. Future studies should investigate 

adaptive strategies within the SDQTRF framework to respond effectively to 

changing environmental parameters. This includes considerations for factors 

like signal attenuation, noise levels, and variations in optical fiber properties, 

ensuring robust performance under diverse operating conditions. 

5. QKD Beyond Optical Fiber Networks: While the focus has predominantly 

been on optical fiber-based QKD networks, there is a growing interest in 

extending these technologies to other mediums, such as free-space quantum 

communication. Future research should explore the adaptation and 

optimization of the SDQTRF model for non-conventional quantum 

communication channels, broadening the applicability of secure key 

distribution. 

6. Cybersecurity and Quantum Threats: In an evolving threat landscape, 

cybersecurity remains a critical concern. Future work should consider potential 

quantum threats and develop countermeasures to safeguard QKD systems. 

This may involve integrating quantum-resistant cryptographic protocols or 

employing quantum-enhanced security measures to fortify the resilience of 

quantum communication networks. 
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Appendix A 

Flowchart A.1 Create a TCP connection 
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Flowchart A.2 SARAG04 protocol stages through handshake signals 
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Flowchart A.3  Continuo with (A) handshake signals  
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Flowchart A.4  Continuo with (B) handshake signals
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Flowchart 4.5 Quantum transmission stage 
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Flowchart 4.6  Receiving sent quantum cases  

 

Flowchart 4.7  Bases used in the measurement  
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Flowchart 4.8 Check the bases used in the measurement 
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Flowchart 4.9  Depicting raw key sifting stages 

 

Flowchart 4.10  Process of encoding Qubits 
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Flowchart 4.11  Steps involved in error correction 
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            Flowchart 4.12 Outlines the Q-Learning algorithm 
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 پوختە

 بۆ دەکات کوانتەم فيزيای پێشکەوتووی بەکارهێنانێکی نوێنەرايەتی (QKD) کوانتەم کليلی دابەشکردنی

 کوانتەم ميکانيکی ناوازەکانی تايبەتمەندييە شێوازە ئەم. پارێزراو هاوسەنگی کۆدکردنی کليلی دابەشکردنی

 لە پارێزراو کليلی دروستکردنی بۆ دەقۆزێتەوە هايزنبێرگ نادڵنيايی بنەمای و کلۆنکردن بێ تيۆرمی وەک

 ڕێژەی ڕێژەيی کەمبوونەوەی سەرەکی تەحەدای بەڵام. هەيە گوێگرتن لە گوێگرتن لە بەرگريان کە بنەڕەتدا

 پارێزراوی پەيوەندی مەودای درێژکردنەوەی بۆ. مەوداکان زيادبوونی لەگەڵ سەرەکييە دابەشکردنی

 نێوان گرێی کە کراوە، پێشنيار (CTR) ڕێلەی متمانەپێکراوی کلاسيک پلانێکی ،QKD ەکانیتۆڕ

 سەبارەت نيگەرانييەکان ئەوەش، سەرەڕای. دەناسێنێت دووريدا لە ئاسايش بەرزکردنەوەی بۆ متمانەپێکراو

 بەرچاو مەترسييەکی پەيوەنديکردن کەناڵی متمانەپێکراوی و ڕێلەی گرێکانی لە متمانە پێداويستييەکانی بە

 .سيستەم ئاسايشی گشتی سازشکردنی و CTR شکستی هۆی ببێتە هەيە ئەگەری کە دەکەن، دروست

 بەکارهێنانی باشکردنی و CTR شکستی تەحەددياتی لە باس کە ڕوو دەخاتە نوێ ڕێبازێکی ديزەرتەيشنە ئەم

 دەکات، تێکەڵ QKD لەگەڵ (SDN) نەرمەکاڵا پێناسەکراوی تۆڕی چارەسەرەکە. دەکات دروستکراو کليلی

 تۆڕەکە کە SDN .تۆڕ بەڕێوەبردنی باشترکردنی بۆ وەردەگرێت SDN کۆنترۆڵکردنی و نەرمی لە سوود کە

. دەکات پێشکەش يەکگرتوو بەرنامەسازی و بەڕێوەبردن داتا، و کۆنترۆڵ فڕۆکەی بەسەر دەکات دابەش

 متمانەپێکراوی ڕێلەی شکستی مۆدێلی ،QKD تۆڕی متمانەپێکراوی و خۆڕاگری بەرزکردنەوەی بۆ

 کۆنترۆڵکەری نوێی فەنکشنێکی مۆدێلە ئەم. کراوە پێشنيار (SDQTRF) نەرمەکاڵا پێناسەکراوی کوانتەمی

SDN تۆڕی کارەکانی کاريگەرانەی ڕێکخستنی بۆ بەکاردەهێنێت QKD. تواناکانی يەکخستنی بە SDN، 

. دەکاتەوە بەرز ڕێلەی شکستی لە چاکبوونەوە بۆ سيستەمەکە توانای و هەڵە لێبوردەيی SDQTRF مۆدێلی

 پرۆسەکانی و ڕێلەی گرێی دۆخی لەوانەش دەکات، QKD تۆڕی چاودێری چالاکانە SDN کۆنترۆڵکەری

 وەڵام چالاکانە شێوەيەکی بە SDN کۆنترۆڵکەری ڕێلەی، شکستی دياريکردنی لەگەڵ. کليل دابەشکردنی

 .Q-learning بەکارهێنانی بە کليلەکانەوە ڕيسايکلکردنی ڕێگەی لە ڕەکەتۆ ڕێکخستنەوەی بە دەداتەوە

 ڕێڕەوی ڕێگەی لە کليلەکان دابەشکردنی پرۆسەی کۆنترۆڵکەرەکە هێنا، شکستی ڕيسايکلکردن ئەگەر

 شکستی کاريگەری چالاکە ڕێبازە ئەم. دەگۆڕێت ڕێڕەو دياريکراون، Q فێربوونی شێوازی بە کە بەديلەوە

 .دەپارێزێت سيستەم ئاسايشی و دەکات، مسۆگەر کليلەکان بەردەوامی دابەشکردنی دەکاتەوە، کەم ڕێلەی



 

 

 تۆڕی تۆپۆلۆژيای دوو لەسەر بەرفراوان هاوشێوەکردنی ،SDQTRF مۆدێلی کاريگەری هەڵسەنگاندنی بۆ

(. USNET) ئەمريکا تۆڕی و( NSFNET) نيشتمانی زانستی بنەمای تۆڕی: ئەنجامدرا جياواز

 لەسەر و بەکارهێنا بەرزيان کارايی ی NVIDIA GeForce RTX 3060Ti ی GPU هاوشێوەکردنەکان

 مۆدێلی هاوشێوەکردنی بۆ. دەکرد دابين سەقامگيری کە کاردەکرد، ١١ ويندۆز کارپێکردنی سيستەمی

 کتێبخانەی بەکارهێنانی بە پايتۆن و PhP جاڤاسکڕێپت، بەرنامەسازی زمانەکانی ،SDQTRF پێشنيارکراوی

NetworkX و زانستی کۆمپيوتەری بۆ بەرفراوانەکانيان کتێبخانە و نەرمی بەهۆی بەکارهێنران 

 زيادبوونی لەوانەش دەکەن، بەرچاو باشتربوونی بە ئاماژە هاوشێوەکردن ئەنجامەکانی. تۆڕ هاوشێوەکردنی

 چاکبوونەوەی سەرنجڕاکێش، کليلەکانی بەکارهێنانی ڕێژەی بەرزبوونەوەی کليل، نەوەی ڕێژەی لە بەرچاو

 کەمتری ڕێژەی و بەفربارين، کاريگەری لە بەرچاو کەمبوونەوەی شکست، ڕێژەی دوای سەرنجڕاکێش

 .SDQTRF مۆدێلی جێبەجێکردنی بەهۆی خزمەتگوزاری بلۆککردنی

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 تێزێکە

 ەلێك شەب وەکو رێولەه یكیكنەتیلۆپ ۆیزانك ەل ەكراو ئەندازیاریی كیكنەت یژێلۆك ینەنجومەئ یشەشكێپ

 یاریزان یمەستیس یاریندازەئ دكتوراپێداویستیەکانی بەدەست هێنانی پلەی 

 

 لەلایەن

 عمر شیركو مصطفى

یاریزان یایژۆلەکنەت ەل رەماست  

 

  

  بەسەرپەرشتیاری

شیفان كمال اسكاردکتۆر ی پرۆفیسۆر  

کوردستان -هەولێر  

 ٣٢٠٢   ندانێبەر 

 راقێع –کوردستان  یمێرەهحکومەتی 

 سەرۆکایەتی ئەنجومەنی وەزیران

 یزانست ەیوەنیژێتو و ڵابا یندنێخو یتەزارەو

 رێولەه یکیکنەتیلۆپ ۆیزانک

 کۆلیژی تەکنیکی ئەندازیاری

 بەشی ئەندازیاری سیستەمی زانیاری
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